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Global perspectives for wind energy

Global installed wind power capacity has increased from 48 GW in 2004 to around 320 GW at the end of 2013, an annual growth in the order of 20%. In 2030 onshore installed wind capacity is expected to exceed 1,000 GW and offshore might exceed 200 GW.

Trends in wind energy technology development

- Wind power forecasting
  - Wind energy forecasting and its effect on the grid through integration of intermittent renewable sources.
  - Read more in Chapter 5

- Blades evolve
  - The development of blades that are more slender and flexible than their predecessors.
  - Read more in Chapter 6

- Recycling routes are needed
  - The development of recycling processes for wind turbine parts.
  - Read more in Chapter 13

- Designed for specific conditions
  - The development of wind turbines for specific locations.
  - Read more in Chapter 4

- Balancing energy systems
  - The development of energy systems that can balance the grid with high shares of wind energy.
  - Read more in Chapter 10

- Environmental and social impacts of wind energy
  - The integration of wind energy into the grid and its impact on the environment and society.
  - Read more in Chapter 12

- Nuclear power
  - The development of nuclear power as an alternative to wind energy.
  - Read more in Chapter 3

- Environmental
  - The impact of wind energy on the environment.
  - Read more in Chapter 12

Wind power creates jobs

- The European Wind Energy Association estimates that by 2020 there will be 520,000 jobs in the European wind energy sector and almost 800,000 jobs by 2030. Globally 834,000 people were employed in the wind industry at the end of 2013.
  - Read more in Chapter 6 and 11

- Ancillary services
  - Wind energy must interact better with the remainder of the power system, and should react to market signals.
  - Read more in Chapter 11
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Wind energy offers great potential for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, securing sustainable energy supply and creating new jobs.

In areas with good wind resources and favourable financing conditions, wind energy is now competitive with fossil fuel based energy technologies.

Over the past ten years, global accumulated installed wind power capacity has increased from approximately 48 GW in 2004 to around 320 GW at the end of 2013, an average annual growth in the order of 20%.

Denmark has a goal of supplying 50% of its power consumption from wind by 2020. The European Technology Platform for Wind Energy (TPWind) sees wind energy as the leading renewable energy technology which could provide up to 34% of EU electricity by 2030.

Stronger global competition within the wind energy sector as well as from competing energy technologies has augmented the efforts for lowering the cost of energy (CoE) for wind power.

The abovementioned facts have led to renewed efforts in the technological development of wind turbine technology as well as for integrating larger amounts of wind energy in the energy systems.

This Report addresses a selection of scientific and technical issues relevant to further increase the share of wind power in the global electricity mix. It covers the assessment and forecasting of wind resources, the development of wind energy technologies, the integration of large amounts of fluctuating wind power in future energy systems, and the economic aspects of wind power.
Chapter 2
Summary and recommendations

Summary
Within the past ten years, cumulative global installed wind power capacity has increased from approximately 48 GW in 2004 to around 320 GW at the end of 2013, an average annual growth in the order of 20%. In 2030 onshore wind installed capacity is expected to exceed 1,000 GW, while offshore might exceed 200 GW.

Denmark has a goal of meeting 50% of its power consumption from wind by 2020. The European Technology Platform for Wind Energy (TPWind) sees wind energy as the leading renewable energy technology which could provide up to 34% of EU electricity by 2030.

To make wind energy fully commercially competitive with other energy sources in terms of the cost of energy (CoE) is the primary driver in the technology development.

Onshore wind power is becoming increasingly competitive with conventional fossil-based electricity generation. However, offshore wind power is still much more expensive than onshore. Offshore CoE can be reduced through upscaling of turbines and industrialisation of other parts of the plant, and the industry is on track to achieve its target of cutting costs by approximately 40% by 2020.

Emerging wind energy technologies
If the 55 kW turbines of the mid-1980s were directly scaled up, the newest 6–8 MW turbines would weigh about 10 times as much as they do. To lower the CoE, designers have tailored the turbines even more carefully to the conditions under which they operate; advanced designs using less materials and higher reliability remain the main ways of reducing CoE for future turbine designs, too.

Many factors have aided the move to lighter blades, of which the most important has been the development of blades that are much more slender and flexible than their predecessors.

Balancing energy systems with high shares of wind energy
The integration of high shares of wind energy into today’s energy systems has several related, but separate, challenges due to the variability and predictability of the energy production.

The inherent uncertainty of wind power generation leads to deviations between forecast and actual wind production, and hence to unexpected fluctuations in the power supply. To minimise the effect of these fluctuations the system operator needs access to sufficient reserves. A high share of wind energy also means that wind energy must take a larger responsibility for the stable operation of the energy system and provide system services, which are known as ancillary services.

Demand control will reduce balancing needs on the supply side. Electrical storage can provide additional control capacity that could replace the need for flexible thermal power generation.
Improved forecasting models and a shift from hourly to minute-based forecasts will reduce uncertainty in wind power production and need for reserves.

**Wind power economy and market signals**

For wind power, a number of EU countries leave the classic feed-in tariffs that paved the way for the cost reductions we have seen to date. The main reason is wind’s increasing market share: wind power now has to interact better with the remainder of the power system, and should react to market signals. The EU’s current legislative plans point towards a stronger future focus on cost reduction and competition.

The investment cost per kW for onshore turbines today is typically around 1,200–1,400 €/kW (9,000–10,000 DKK/kW). The CoE ranges from approximately 0.06–0.07 €/kWh (0.4–0.5 DKK/kW) at sites with low to medium average wind speeds, to approximately 0.04–0.05 €/kWh (0.3–0.4 DKK/kW) in good coastal positions.

The CoE from offshore turbines in high-wind locations is close to 0.09 €/kWh (0.7 DKK/kWh) for a standard offshore installation with an investment cost of 3,000 €/kW (22,000 DKK/kW).

O&M costs are increasingly attracting more attention. Manufacturers are attempting to lower these significantly by developing new turbine designs that require fewer regular service visits and less planned downtime.

**Wind power creates jobs**

The European Wind Energy Association estimates that by 2020 there will be 520,000 jobs in the European wind energy sector and almost 800,000 jobs by 2030. Globally 834,000 people were employed in the wind industry at the end of 2013.

There has been a shift from jobs requiring unskilled manpower to highly skilled jobs. For example in Denmark, jobs requiring master’s degrees and PhDs have grown consistently. Highly trained staff is scarce, and require intensive effort in education and research if their numbers are to grow.

**Environmental and social impacts of wind energy**

The compliance of wind farms with local and regional environmental requirements and guidelines, and the social acceptance of wind power, are both essential if wind is to meet its ambitious targets for growth.

Recent research in Denmark is seeking new opportunities to understand and improve the democratic processes linked to the construction of large facilities for wind energy and other renewables.

**Recycling of wind turbines attracts greater attention**

The institutional and organisational structures for recycling wind turbines are still quite uncertain. There is a need to develop policies encouraging the recyclability of wind turbines.

A high share of wind energy also means that wind energy must take a larger responsibility for the stable operation of the energy system and provide system services, which are known as ancillary services.
Recommendations

The following recommendations address issues that need attention if Denmark is to meet the ambitious targets set by the government for the growth of wind power.

**Academia**
- The most important role of academia is to develop the instruments and support the innovation in industry. The instruments are based on research and take the form of new knowledge, models, education and new ideas.
- It is important to find the right balance between short-term and long-term objectives in future R&D. Incremental innovations will probably have a faster effect on CoE compared to long-term research, but in time the latter is likely to have more impact.
- There is a need for more R&D on metallic and composite materials for more efficient use and substitution in future wind turbine designs.
- The use of rare earth materials is increasing, for example in magnets. There is a need for more R&D on recycling or recovery of rare earths and magnets.
- A challenge, both technical and economic, is to ensure that ancillary services continue to be provided at the lowest cost consistent with not compromising system security or reliability.

**Industry**
- The wind industry is maturing and moving in the direction of mass production. Thus the industry needs to learn from other sectors, such as car manufacturers, how to do that in a cost-competitive way.
- The largest growth rate of the wind sector is expected offshore. There might be a need for larger companies with the ability to develop, produce and deploy entire offshore wind farms.
- Industrial development of new smart power protection systems has the long-term potential to mitigate some of the present needs for ancillary services.

**Authorities**
- It is important to continue with reliable policies and stable support frameworks for R&D and industrial implementation, as well as fixed long-term targets for wind capacity growth.
- Regulators should pay attention to the system integration of wind power. This also needs to be reflected in the design of support systems (e.g. feed-in premiums, with guaranteed total income levels, instead of tariffs), and the design of markets for ancillary services.
- In the long term, adequate investment incentives must be provided for controllable backup power.
- There is a need for policies that stimulate OEMs to design for recyclability. Valuable experience might be gained from comparable industries.
Global wind energy perspectives

Global annual installed wind power capacity in 2013 amounted to a little more than 36 GW, a decrease of approximately 20% compared to 2012. Over the past ten years, global accumulated installed wind power capacity has increased from approximately 48 GW in 2004 to around 320 GW at the end of 2013, an average annual growth in the order of 20%.

Several studies indicate that onshore wind installed capacity will exceed 1,000 GW in 2030. And offshore wind capacity might exceed 200 GW. Countries with the largest expected share of wind energy in their power systems in 2030 include Denmark, the leader, which is expected to produce more than 60% of its electricity from wind, followed by Germany and the UK, which may reach shares of 40–50%.

Danish and European plans for wind energy deployment

Denmark has a goal of supplying 50% of its domestic power consumption from wind by 2020.

The European Technology Platform for Wind Energy (TPWind) sees wind energy as the leading renewable energy technology which could provide up to one third of EU electricity by 2030.

The focus in EU research funding for wind energy has shifted towards more strategic long-term collaboration, in order to create clearer links between nationally funded projects and those with EU support.

Wind energy developments

In spite of the slowdown in global markets, recent years have seen renewed effort in the technological development of wind turbine technology. This effort is driven by stronger global competition within the wind energy sector as well as the competing energy technologies. This competition provides a pull towards lower cost of energy (CoE), larger and more reliable wind turbines for offshore applications, and an increased interest in developing sites with low or moderate wind regimes. Thus the mainstream development trend in turbine technology is characterised by scaling up to turbines of larger rated capacity for both onshore and offshore applications, larger rotors for higher capacity factors, and new drive train solutions, including direct-drive turbines without gearboxes.

The technology solutions are strongly influenced by the development of the international wind industry, with its global market for components. Contrary to what was expected a few years ago, the market has not consolidated into just a few large suppliers. The top ten companies supply 69.5% of the market, and the next five largest suppliers, all from China, provide an additional 13.4%.

Onshore wind power is becoming increasingly competitive with conventional fossil-based electricity generation.

The shares of turbine costs, installation costs, infrastructure costs, and operating costs in the levelized cost of energy (LCoE), (the price at which electricity must be generated from a specific source to break even over the lifetime of the project) depend on the project type: the turbine cost is typically more than half the total for onshore projects, but less than half for offshore projects.

The typical power of onshore turbines is 2–3 MW, whereas the largest offshore turbines range up to 8 MW and have rotor diameters up to 171 m. The same rotor size may be used for turbines with quite different power ratings, if these are targeted at different wind conditions. It is preferable to have a turbine producing a lower full rated power, for more days in a year, than...
to have high power production for only a few days a year.

**Offshore wind energy developments**

→ Offshore wind power is still much more expensive than its onshore counterpart. The reasons for going offshore are many, but mostly relate to higher wind resources, less environmental impact and more available space. The drawbacks are increased operation and maintenance costs, and added capital expenditure, for instance for cabling and support structures.

The most important short- to medium-term goal for the offshore wind industry is to lower LCoE. Offshore CoE can be reduced through upscaling of turbines and industrialisation of other parts of the plant, and the industry is on track to achieve its target of cutting costs by approximately 40% by 2020.

The evaluation of the CoE from offshore wind power must include the cost of the foundation, which will scale with the water depth of a specific installation site. Additionally it will scale with the rotor size, since the larger rotor creates bigger loads and hence needs a foundation that is both wider and thicker. Although the foundation is often more expensive than the turbine itself, its cost scales more slowly as the turbine size increases. As a result, it turns out that turbines much larger (>5 MW) than the current onshore size of 2–3 MW are more economical offshore due to the foundation cost.

Substantial research and development is needed to realise the Danish vision known as MegaVind, a public-private cooperation between the state, industry, universities and venture capitalists to accelerate innovation in wind energy. To make MegaVind work, research needs to focus on those areas where RD&D is most cost-competitive:

- design;
- site conditions;
- support structures;
- reliability and operation and maintenance (O&M);
- project development and planning;
- business innovation; and
- standards and certification.

**Upgrading offshore grids**

The architecture favoured for the collection grids of offshore wind farms and their cable connections to land is expected to evolve from the 33 kV AC cables used at present. Future systems are likely to operate at 66 kV AC and above. Another possibility is DC collection grids linked to shore via either HVAC (high voltage alternating current) or HVDC (high voltage direct current) export cables, especially as the offshore distance increases.

Offshore wind farms connected to the grid through HVDC converters can play an important role in supporting grid performance. Converters can also contribute to short-term stabilisation if they are combined with suitable energy sources.

**Lowering costs of offshore wind services**

Offshore wind services (OWS) are the services needed to install, operate, maintain, and decommission or repower an offshore wind farm through its life cycle. Over the life cycle of an offshore wind farm the actual O&M cost is estimated to account for 25–28% of the total LCoE. The opportunities to lower costs here include standardising technologies and interfaces; improving communication and knowledge exchange within the OWS value chain; and securing the skills and qualifications necessary to provide OWSs safely, effectively and efficiently.

**Standards and certification remove barriers**

→ Much of the technology development and globalisation we have seen in the wind energy industry has been helped immensely by the development of international standards. Standards can be used to share new technical knowledge and best practices, and to facilitate technical development by creating and maintaining an
international market without technical barriers. However, increasingly comprehensive technical standards can also become a barrier to technical development.

**Emerging wind energy technologies**

→ Since the wind industry took off in the mid-1980s, wind turbine technology has seen rapid development. This has led to impressive increases in the size of turbines over the last three decades – power output has risen by a factor of about 100 – accompanied by major cost reductions thanks to optimised and relatively lightweight designs. If a 55 kW turbine from the mid-1980s were directly scaled up, for instance, the newest 6–8 MW turbines would weigh about 10 times as much as they actually do.

Most emerging technologies of the wind sector are addressing technical challenges, which are limiting a decrease of the cost-of-energy (CoE). Strategies for decreasing CoE focuses on building cheaper hardware that last for the lifetime of the installation with as small maintenance as possible and at the same time harvesting as much energy as possible.

To lower the CoE, designers have tailored the turbines even more carefully to the conditions under which they operate; advanced designs using less materials and higher reliability remain the main ways of reducing CoE for future turbine designs.

**Scaling up for more power and higher income**

→ The power, and hence the income, from a turbine increases with the area of the rotor. As blades are made longer, however, their mass grows faster than the area of the rotor. This relationship, often called the “square-cube” law, indicates that CoE should increase with blade length.

In fact, this has not been the case for several decades due to advances in blade materials and designers’ ability to optimise their aerodynamic and structural properties. The typical power of onshore turbines is now 2–3 MW, whereas the largest offshore turbines range up to 8 MW.

**Lighter blades with unconventional shapes**

Many factors have aided the move to lighter blades, of which the most important has been the development of blades that are much more slender and flexible than their predecessors. This development is leading to blades with new geometry with passive control, advanced thick airfoils and new processes and materials.

**Drive trains without gears**

Conventional wind turbines use gears. Several manufactures have now introduced direct drive generators, which require no gearbox. The advantage is a simpler machine with fewer moving parts and hence improved reliability.

**Towers**

As the rotor diameter increases, so the tower has to become not only taller but also wider and thicker to mitigate the load from the rotor to the foundation. Currently most towers are made of steel plates. The sections are lifted onttop of one another and bolted together to form the final tower. Handling these plates is posing an increasing challenge and several new concepts are looking into other materials. New concepts for towers include building them from serially produced concrete segments.

**Challenges and solutions for energy systems with high shares of wind energy**

→ The integration of wind power into today’s energy systems has several related, but separate, aspects.

One of these is network integration. Wind power plants are typically located where the best wind resources are, but these sites rarely coincide with the location of electricity consumers and large existing grid capacities. With ever-increasing shares of wind energy in the system the existing grid infrastructure is becoming challenged in some regions, at both medium and high voltages.
Another aspect relates to long-term and medium-term integration. Production from wind power plants can be highly variable, depending on the availability of the wind resource.

The inherent uncertainty of wind power generation leads to deviations between forecast and actual wind production, and hence to unexpected fluctuations in the power supply. To minimise the effect of these fluctuations the system operator needs access to sufficient reserves. A high share of wind energy also means that wind energy must take a larger responsibility for the stable operation of the energy system and provide system services, which are known as ancillary services.

To balance energy systems with very high shares of wind energy it is necessary to have well-integrated grids with good interconnections to reduce balancing needs. Demand response, meanwhile, will reduce balancing needs on the supply side. Electrical storage can provide additional control capacity that could replace the need for flexible thermal power generation. Wind power plants themselves can also deliver some of the ancillary services.

The large-scale integration of wind energy into power systems will require integrated regulation strategies for the whole energy system, and these strategies will in turn draw from all the options mentioned above. Wind power plants will not only have to produce energy, but also contribute to delivering ancillary services.

Improved forecasting reduces uncertainty

⇒ To reduce uncertainty in wind energy production a new European Wind Atlas will address such issues as the predictability of wind, turbulence and loads on the wind turbines, the probability of icing, and other weather-related influences on the installation or operating cost of wind power plants.

Wind power forecasts have historically focused on methodologies for predicting generation at hourly intervals, because this is the shortest timescale on which electricity is traded in the existing markets. However, experts in energy management have argued that decreasing the scheduling time for generation and delivery from hours to minutes would greatly facilitate the balancing of electricity production and consumption.

There is a long tradition of using “point forecasts” of wind power generation for dispatching and trading. However, such simple forecasts are known to be sub-optimal for many operational problems. Nowadays the focus is moving towards new research areas such as frameworks for probabilistic estimation, and the use of probabilistic forecasts to aid decisions about electricity markets.

The most advanced type of forecast product is a scenario. This describes, for example, how the power output of a particular wind farm is likely to vary over time. Scenarios have been widely used by researchers and practitioners to model wind power and to build advanced tools for operating and planning energy systems.

New approaches to wind economics

⇒ For wind power, a number of EU countries leave the classic feed-in tariffs that paved the way for the cost reductions we have seen to date. One of the main reasons is wind’s increasing market share: wind power now has to interact better with the remainder of the power system, and should react to market signals.

The EU’s current legislative plans point towards a stronger focus on cost reduction and competition. This might be achieved by the wider use of tendering as a support
tool; tendering is currently used to determine offshore support rates in France, for example. Moreover, cross-border cooperation as established by an EU Directive sees the light of day.

The capital costs of wind energy projects are dominated by the costs of the turbines themselves. Of the other cost components, the dominant ones are grid connection, electrical installation, and foundations. These auxiliary costs vary considerably, ranging from 20% to 30% of the total turbine costs.

For a standard onshore installation with an investment cost of 1,750 $/kW the cost ranges from approximately 7–9 US cent/kWh at sites with low to medium average wind speeds, to approximately 6–7 US cent/kWh in good coastal positions.

Energy from offshore turbines is considerably more expensive than that from onshore turbines. At a high-wind offshore position with a capacity factor of 50%, corresponding to wind conditions at the Danish Horns Reef 1 wind farm, the calculated cost of electricity is close to 12 US cent/kWh for a standard offshore installation with an investment cost of $3,900/kW.

O&M costs are increasingly attracting more attention. Manufacturers are attempting to lower these significantly by developing new turbine designs requiring fewer regular service visits and less planned downtime for maintenance.

Wind power creates jobs

→ Most forecasts agree that the wind energy market will grow with respect to installed new capacity, repowering, and O&M. The European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) estimates that by 2020 there will be 520,000 jobs in the European wind energy sector and almost 800,000 jobs by 2030. The wind power industry is thus an important driver in the creation of new jobs.

Globally 834,000 people were employed in the wind industry at the end of 2013 – a rise of 11% compared to 2012. The highest growth is seen in emerging countries such as China, where 365,000 people worked in the wind industry by the end of 2013 – a rise of 37% compared to 2012.

There has been a shift from jobs requiring unskilled labour to those that are highly skilled. In particular, jobs at master’s and PhD levels have grown consistently, and only unskilled job have fallen recently. Highly trained staff is scarce, however, and increasing the supply of skilled labour will require determined effort in education and research. The European wind industry is already finding it difficult to hire suitably trained staff.

Environmental and social impacts of wind energy

→ Compliance of wind farms with local and regional environmental requirements and guidelines, and social acceptance, are prerequisites if wind power is to meet its ambitious targets for growth.

To date only a limited amount of research has been done on the aesthetic impact of wind turbines on landscapes. No issue seems to be argued more strongly than that of landscape. Noise, another potential problem, is partially subjective in the way it affects people’s perceived quality of life. Finally, the issue of shadow flicker requires a clear sky, a low sun, wind, and a particular wind direction in relation to the position of the sun and the observer.

Social acceptance of wind turbines

For land-based developments, governments have tended to focus their attention on overcoming the initial and obvious challenges of designing an appropriate support system, securing grid access, simplifying complicated planning procedures and dealing with technical risks. But in many countries it is now becoming clear that the degree of social acceptance will determine the ultimate scale of the onshore wind industry.

Recent research in Denmark is looking towards new opportunities to understand and improve the democratic processes linked to the construction of large wind farms and other renewable energy plants. A new Danish method of clarifying public concerns and ensuring that more views come to the fore has recently been applied.
Recycling of wind turbines attracts greater attention

The end-of-life options for wind turbines are second-hand markets, refurbishing, recycling, and depositing. Blades are a major headache in the removal and recycling of wind turbines, and there is much uncertainty about how to get rid of them properly and safely. Electronic equipment is also a problem, since as much as 50% goes to landfill. Most life cycle assessment (LCA) and recycling studies of wind turbines focus on the blades, but there seems to be a need for more knowledge of how to recycle not only electronics but also other composite components like cables and hydraulic cabling.

The institutional and organisational structures relating to the dismantling and recycling of wind turbines are still quite uncertain.

Studies point out that there is a need to develop policies encouraging the recyclability of wind turbines, and to stimulate markets for second-hand turbines as well as the growth of independent operators.

Technologies for recycling composite materials are now available, but the investment and operating costs mean that recovered glass fibres are currently more expensive than pristine ones. Commercial applications have therefore been very limited.
Chapter 4

Global energy perspectives with an emphasis on wind energy

By Kenneth Karlsson and Peggy Mischke, DTU Management Engineering; Asami Miketa and Nicholas Wagner, IRENA
This chapter gives an overview of the current status of wind power globally and the growth in installed wind capacity over the last decade. It reviews global projections of wind power growth in scenarios from various energy system models, and draws conclusions about the necessary conditions to scale-up wind energy in the future.

The future role of wind in the global energy mix was assessed from a number of energy modelling scenarios conducted by leading energy industry, research and international organizations. These include the International Energy Agency (IEA), the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), the International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), Exxon Mobile and the US Department of Energy (US DoE). We compare a number of global energy scenarios involving different levels of ambition for future GHG targets to see how big a role wind power is expected to play. We then showcase estimates for the future realisable global and regional potential of wind power from IRENA’s recent renewable energy roadmap study (REmap) to 2030, which is based on inputs from a wide range of country experts and stakeholders.

Global wind power: current status
Wind power installations globally have grown at around 25% a year since 2000. Wind has provided almost one third of global renewable power sector capacity additions during 2001–2013 (IRENA, 2014). Global installed wind capacity at the end of 2013 was around 320 GW, including about 310 GW onshore installations (Figure 1). Less than 2% of current global wind capacity is installed offshore (Figure 2).

The regions with most installed wind capacity today are China, the US, India and Europe. These are also the regions with the fastest growth in installed capacity (Figure 3). Onshore wind installations were concentrated in China, followed by the EU and the US, whereas offshore wind installations were concentrated in the EU, mainly in the UK, Denmark, Germany, and Belgium.

Wind power: Evaluating global projections towards 2050
To investigate what role wind energy can play at a global scale; we have reviewed the role of wind power in scenarios derived from global energy system models produced by leading energy industry, research and international organisations. Their various projections for wind power towards 2050 show a wide range: from a conservative 2500 TWh/y to an optimistic 14000 TWh/y. The most progressive global wind power projections discussed here are published by Greenpeace, the Global Wind Energy Council and IRENA. The most conservative global wind power projections are presented by Exxon Mobile and the US Department of Energy. Table 1 summarises the main assumptions behind these scenarios and ranks...
Figure 3 - Regional distribution of total (top) and offshore (bottom) wind capacity in 2013 (IRENA).

Source: IRENA 2014, based on various sources including GWEC, Eurostat, IEA, EWEA and country submissions.
them with regard to their ambition for the role of wind power in 2050.

The institutions and organisations referred in Table 1 often present several scenarios under different framework conditions and assumptions. Where there is a choice, we show the most ambitious GHG reduction scenarios with the most optimistic assumptions for wind power – a decision which underlines the purpose of this chapter, which is to illustrate how big a role wind power can play in the future global power system if development favours it. In order to provide a deeper understanding of an optimistic global wind power scenario, we focus more in depth on the recent IRENA renewable energy roadmap (REmap 2030) in the next paragraph.

**Wind power prospects: Insights from IRENA’s renewable energy roadmap towards 2030**

IRENA has developed a global renewable energy roadmap (REmap) that aims to double the share of renewables in the global energy mix by 2030. Known as REmap 2030, the roadmap was created through collaboration between IRENA, national experts within individual countries, and other stakeholders.

The IRENA REmap project shows how much wind power we can expect by 2030 with the policies that have already been implemented, and what could be achieved with new policies according to the REmap 2030 roadmap. This renewable energy roadmap is based on separate assessments from each country and region, without taking global synergies into account, and is focused on achieving a doubling of renewable energy, not necessarily a lowest cost energy pathway; however it shows that in general wind power is cost-effective when compared to convention generation sources.

The aspirational target for REmap 2030 derives from the United Nations Sustainable Energy for All (SE4All) initiative. REmap 2030 is a global gap analysis built on a collective study of major energy-consuming countries. For the country analysis, existing national energy master plans, RE policy goals and targets were used to establish a reference case projecting the energy mix and power supply mix in 2030. Under this reference case, the share of renewables in world total final energy consumption would increase from 18% in 2010 (half of which is accounted for by traditional uses of biomass).

---

**Figure 4** – Global wind generation up to 2050, as projected by seven different institutions (DTU).
Table 1 – Global wind energy scenarios from different leading energy institutions – ranking with respect to wind power projections (DTU).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Study</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Main scenario assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Greenpeace; Greenpeace Energy Revolution scenario</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Global Wind Energy Council (GWE); 2013 Advanced Wind Scenario of the Global Wind Energy Outlook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA); 2014 REMap-E (electrification) Case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>World Wildlife Fund (WWF); 100% Renewable scenario</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA); 2012 MIX 450 ppm scenario of the Global Energy Assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>International Energy Agency; 2012 2 degree scenario of the Energy Technology Perspectives 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>International Energy Agency; 450 ppm CO²-eq scenario of the World Energy Outlook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA); EFF 450 ppm scenario of the Global Energy Assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>US Department of Energy (US DoE); High macro scenario of the International Energy Outlook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>ExxonMobil; Global Energy Outlook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Global energy perspectives with an emphasis on wind energy**
Figure 5 – Wind energy by country in 2030.

Wind energy by country in 2030 (installed capacity and generation) as a percentage of total electricity generation, for the reference case (Ref) and for REmap 2030 case (IRENA).

- **DTU International Energy Report 2014**
to 21% in 2030. Government-nominated country experts (REmap experts) and IRENA subject experts then identified additional technology options for deploying renewable energy beyond the reference case, and assessed their cost implications.

REmap explore different renewable energy deployment options with varying level of ambitions, leading to higher shares than the reference case. Up to 36% of renewable energy, measured in terms of the share in total final energy consumption (TFEC) is projected for 2030 when renewable energy deployment is combined with universal energy access and improved energy efficiency. Under the REmap case, the potential to deploy an additional 660 GW of wind capacity above the reference case was identified, producing 4400 TWh/y from 1630 GW of total capacity by 2030. Wind energy becomes the fourth-largest source of power after coal, natural gas and hydro, and the third-largest renewable energy source (if viewed in final energy terms, which include the share of renewables in the electricity consumption in the end-use sectors) in 2030 after biomass and hydro power. REmap also explored another deployment option in which increased electrification in energy end-use would create additional demand that would be met by renewable power, mainly wind power. This “REmap-E” case would increase wind capacity to 2050 GW, with total production of 5600 TWh/y by 2030. The study shows that the country with the largest expected share of wind energy in its power system in 2030 is Denmark (with over 60% of its electricity from wind), followed by Germany and the UK (40–50%). Further down the league are Australia, France and the US (20%), and then a group that includes China (15–20%).

**Conclusion: Enabling conditions for scaling-up global wind power**

The future role of wind power on a global scale is set to increase further. The level of ambition towards wind electricity generation depends however on many factors and projections from the discussed studies vary considerably. The most optimistic studies for wind energy are based on a strong political commitment for a future low-carbon energy system and assume a global energy transition towards keeping global mean temperature rise below 2°C by 2050.

Progressive wind energy projections assume an installed wind capacity of up to 5000 GW in 2050. This assumes that about 4600 GW wind installations (more than 14 times of the current level) would need to be manufactured, installed and grid-connected globally. Such an expansion of global wind capacity would mean that the wind turbine manufacturing industry would have to be able to build and install about 100 GW/year in 2020, and 200–250 GW/year from 2030 onwards when assuming a 20-year turbine life. The geographical patterns of onshore and offshore wind deployment are projected to diversify, based on country-specific conditions. Considerable additional investments in wind power are needed to implement any ambitious renewable energy scenario. Reaching the wind capacities identified in REmap 2030 would for example require annual investments of $314 billion/y for onshore wind and $47 billion/y for offshore wind.

In summary we identify the following enabling key factors to scale-up wind energy in the future:

- Flexible electricity demand and transition to electricity-based energy systems, for example by increased electrification of the transport sector
- Power systems, that are able to handle increasingly higher shares of intermittent power production, such as shown in Denmark
- Progressive cost reduction of wind power technologies
- Continuous high investments in wind energy, that allow manufacturing and installation of about 100 GW/year globally
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Danish and European plans for wind energy deployment

By Peter Hjuler Jensen and Søren Knudsen, DTU Wind Energy, Poul Erik Morthorst, DTU Management Engineering
The technology pillar of the European Energy Policy is the European Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan). The SET-Plan is a strategic plan to accelerate the development and deployment of cost-effective low-carbon technologies.

The implication for wind energy technology is clear: wind energy – offshore and onshore – must be affordable and competitive.

In this chapter we outline European policies directed towards the ambitious target of large-scale use of wind energy in the European electricity supply system, and the scenarios that foresee up to 34% of Europe’s electricity coming from wind by 2030. First, however, we address Danish energy policy and strategy in the context of wider European plans.

**Danish energy policy and strategy up to 2050**

Denmark has a long-term vision for an energy system independent of fossil fuels: by 2035 the Danish heat and power sector should rely only on renewable sources, and the total energy system, including transport and industry, should be totally decarbonised before 2050. An important milestone on the way is for wind power to supply 50% of Danish power consumption by 2020. To reach this short-term goal the Danish parliament has agreed on a significant increase in wind power up to 2020, including 1,000 MW of offshore turbines, 500 MW of near-shore turbines, and a net increase of 500 MW in onshore wind capacity after accounting for the decommissioning of old turbines.

An energy system independent of fossil fuels is a demanding challenge, requiring an effective and cost-efficient transition from the existing energy system to one that is radically different. A new supply structure based on intermittent energy resources such as wind power will require a much more flexible system, including a strong network of interconnectors to neighbouring countries, fast-responding backup and storage facilities for power and gas, and flexibility in the way consumers through demand side management use energy. Where the latter is concerned, heat pumps could be an important link between the power and heating sectors, while electric vehicles – if introduced intelligently – could greatly benefit not only transport but also the power system, by facilitating the integration of variable renewable energy sources. Denmark already has well-developed energy connections to Germany, Norway and Sweden; recent proposals include new transmission lines to the UK and the Netherlands.

**European plans for renewables in the energy supply system**

The EU member states have long-term targets in four different areas of energy policy:

1. A binding agreement to reduce greenhouse gases by 2020 by 20% compared to 1990.
2. A mandatory target for renewable energy sources: by 2020, 20% of the EU’s final energy demand has to be supplied by renewable technologies such as wind, solar and biomass.
3. A voluntary agreement on energy efficiency, with the objective of cutting EU energy consumption by 20% by 2020 compared to a reference projection.

These targets will be achieved through the use of renewable energy sources that include wind, solar, hydro, tidal, geothermal energy and biomass. The aims include cutting greenhouse emissions and becoming less dependent on imported energy, while encouraging technological innovation in industry and creating European jobs in the renewable energy industries.

*Figure 6 presents the renewable energy targets of the EU27 member states for 2020 against their 2005 penetration level into the energy mix. This information is extracted from the National Renewable Action Plans for 2020.*

**European SET-Plan for the strategic development of energy**

One of the major challenges in Europe is that the 28 members of the European market to a large extent
Figure 6 - National renewable energy targets as percentages of final energy consumption.
have individual policies for energy, employment, climate and trade.

Through the SET-Plan the European Commission has therefore tried to establish an energy technology policy for the EU as a whole. This strategic plan aims to accelerate the development and deployment of cost-effective low-carbon technologies. The SET-Plan includes measures relating to planning, implementation, resources, and international cooperation in energy technology.

Through the SET-Plan, the European Commission both formulates research policies and strategies for the European research area, and also tries to harmonise the research policies and strategies of the member countries by encouraging them to accept a Europe-wide energy strategy.

Two of the most important instruments in the implementation of the SET-Plan are the 2020 R&D programme and the European Wind Initiatives (EWI) strategies set out through the Wind Energy Technology Platform (TP-Wind) and the European Energy Research Alliance (EERA). The EWI strategies and the Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) serve as input to the Commission and the member states in their development of the 2020 European Energy Research Programmes.

**European Wind Energy Technology Platform**
In 2006 the European wind energy sector launched the European Wind Energy Technology Platform (TP-Wind). As with other Technology Platforms in Europe, TP-Wind is supported financially by the European Commission. TP-Wind is composed of stakeholders from industry, government, civil society, R&D institutions, finance organisations and the wider power sector, at both member state and EU levels. It is the body with Europe's broadest representation of both the wind power industry and its first Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) in 2008, followed by a revision in 2014. On the basis of the first SRA the European Commission published a Wind Energy Technology Road Map for the European research and demonstration programmes. TP-Wind is also responsible for the European Wind Initiatives (EWI), which are recommendations for the Commission's 2–3 year R&D Framework programmes, of which the latest is the 2020 RD&D programme.

The Commission uses the SRA and EWI reports as background, together with input from the member states, when formulating its European RD&D programme calls.

TP-Wind sees wind energy as the leading renewable energy technology. Given the right support, TP-Wind expects that wind energy could provide up to 34% of EU electricity by 2030. However, this target will not be achieved if the sector and policy makers think only in the short term. Long-term, strategic action in technology and policy research is fundamental; TP-Wind facilitates the development of effective, complementary national and EU policy to build markets, as well as a collaborative strategy for technology development. Its aim is to achieve cost reductions that will ensure the full competitiveness of wind power, both onshore and offshore.

TP-Wind has developed very consistent SRA and EWI reports that the EU uses as the voice representing the wind industry and the research community. These are also used in the member states as reference documents in the national wind energy research programmes. The EWI operates alongside the EERA programme presented in the next section.

**EERA Joint Programme on Wind Energy**
The European Energy Research Alliance (EERA) is an instrument of the SET-Plan. It represents public research, and was established by leading European public research organisations including DTU. EERA focuses on medium- to long-term research, and complements the European Industrial Initiatives (EII) that fulfil a similar function for industrial R&D. EERA aims to strengthen, expand and optimise EU energy research capabilities through the sharing of
world-class national facilities in Europe and the joint realisation of pan-European research programmes (EERA Joint Programmes). The primary focus of EERA is to accelerate the development of energy technologies to the point where they can be embedded in industry-driven research. To achieve this, EERA streamlines and coordinates national and European energy R&D programmes.

The objective of the EERA Joint Programme on Wind Energy (JP Wind) is to plan and carry out excellent medium- to long-term research to support the Technology Roadmap’s activities on wind energy (the EWI), including topics that influence the use and deployment of wind energy. The Joint Programme is formulated as a joint research programme under a number of strategic research themes, each with goals and planned activities. The participants have agreed on the basic structure for a common research programme in wind energy, and carry out their activities so as to make best use of competences, research facilities and other resources available within the partnership. The research programme is strategically directed towards the scientific challenges that follow from the SET-Plan and the RES Directive: large-scale integration of wind power and accelerated deployment of offshore wind, including very large offshore wind turbines. JP Wind comprises six sub-programmes: Wind Conditions, Aerodynamics, Structures and Materials, Grid Integration, Offshore Wind Energy, and Research Facilities. An additional sub-programme on Wind Energy Economics is under development.

The aim of JP Wind is to foster better coordination and ultimately integration of European research activities in wind energy research, with the aim of accelerating the transition towards a low-carbon economy, and maintaining and increasing European competitiveness. Through its coordinating effect on the research communities, the Joint Programme should benefit future as well as current decisions on the setting of research priorities. JP Wind also aims to integrate its various capacities and resources – available through the joint research activities carried out among its partners – with other ongoing European and national projects.

Progress in implementing the European Wind Energy Research Area

The vision of the development of the European Research Area (ERA) is a tremendous challenge. A central element has been the introduction of new instruments and mechanisms to stimulate joint programming between national and European research. The set-Plan is the framework for the technology development pillar of the European Energy Policy.

The set-Plan introduced two new R&D instruments. The first of these is the European Industrial Initiatives, which have a short- to medium-term focus on demonstration and research, and operate through public-private partnerships in seven different technology domains, including wind. The second is the European Energy Research Alliance (EERA) and its joint programmes.

Danish wind energy research has played a proactive role in the European arena for several years. A strategic, partnership approach to international cooperation is essential to ensure critical mass, develop synergies and ensure continuing “smart specialisation” in research competences. This is essential if Denmark’s wind energy knowledge is to match the needs of the global wind industry and so to play its part in future markets. These partnerships and alliances have become increasingly important to the wind energy innovation chain both in Denmark and internationally.

Increased globalisation has accentuated the need to find new ways of collaborating, often in networks, wherever long-term effort is required. In the past, collaboration took place on an ad-hoc basis, from project to project. As mentioned above, however, a shift towards more strategic long-term collaboration based on an agreed programme is essential. The Commission is accordingly focusing more and more on such collaboration, including clear links between projects with national funding and those at European level.

The most recent example of this is the recently started IRPWIND project. With co-funding from the EU, IRPWIND will help the eera JP Wind partners move...
from a collaboration model based on ad-hoc project participation to a joint strategy and work plan. In short, IRPWIND should accelerate collaboration from its current voluntary status to create an integrated European programme for wind energy research.

Danish wind energy researchers, companies and the energy sector at large have all benefited from the global knowledge base in the past. The next steps – taking advantage of the internationalisation of wind energy research and innovation, and creating R&D collaborations with better coherence and direction – require a clear strategy for internationalisation from Danish ministries and funding authorities. This is clear from the requirements of joint programming mechanisms including the EII and EERA.

Organisations performing research in wind energy must be active in influencing the development of research strategies for wind energy, since national authorities and the European Commission cannot handle this challenge by themselves. This calls for an international, proactive and strategic approach from universities.
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Wind energy technology developments

By Peter Hauge Madsen and Morten Hartvig Hansen, DTU Wind Energy; Niels Leergaard Pedersen, DTU Mechanical Engineering
This chapter describes the present mainstream development of the wind turbine technology at present. The turbine technology development trend is characterized by up-scaling to turbines with larger capacity for both onshore and offshore applications, larger rotors and new drivetrain solution, including the direct-drive solution without gearbox. The technology solutions are strongly influenced by the development of the international industry with a global market for components and a trend towards a “shared” development effort in collaboration between the OEM’s and component sub-suppliers. Wind turbine blades and towers are very large series-produced components, which costs and quality are strongly dependent on the manufacturing methods. The industrial wind energy sector is well developed in Denmark, and the competitive advantage of the Danish sector and the potential for job creation will be discussed. Finally, the ongoing development of standards and certification of technology and wind turbine plants will be described.

Global development

In spite of the slow-down of the global market development recent years have seen a renewed effort in the technological development of wind turbine technology. This effort is driven by a stronger global competition within the wind energy sector as well as the competing energy technologies. This competition provides a pull for lower cost-of-energy, the need for larger and more reliable wind turbines for offshore applications and an increased interest in development of sites with low or moderate wind regimes. Thus the main-stream turbine technology development trend is characterized by up-scaling to turbines with larger rated capacity for both onshore and offshore applications, larger rotors for higher capacity factors and new drivetrain solution, including the direct-drive solution without a gearbox.

While the global annual new installed capacity was slightly reduced in 2013 to 36 GW (comparable to the installation rates in 2008–2009) reaching a total of 321 GW [1], the trend towards larger wind turbines continued with the average rated capacity of wind turbines reaching 1.926 MW in 2013. The slow-down of the installation world-wide was due to very large declines in new installations in 2013 in USA and Spain, while Europe showed a minor decline. The Asian market picked up, led by China, which again in 2013 became the world’s largest market. The offshore market has continued to grow with 1.7 GW installed in 2013 reaching a total of 6.8 GW. The offshore market is primarily in Northern Europe, only 5% of the installed capacity is installed outside Europe (in Asia).

However, in spite of the industry becoming more and more international, the market diversification grows with turbines designed for different markets and applications, e.g. for low wind areas, cold climate, high altitudes or offshore. Hence, the average size of wind turbines installed in Denmark in 2013 was 3.326 MW, while turbines in India were in average 1.336 MW. The average size of turbines in USA and China was 1.719 MW and 1.841 MW, respectively, while the average size of installed wind turbines in Europe exceeded 2 MW.

Most of the installation in Denmark was offshore, which favours large wind turbines. The average rated capacity of wind turbines installed offshore in 2013 was 3.612 MW. At present there are 9 suppliers of wind turbines larger than 3 MW (6 European and 3 Chinese).

Even larger wind turbines are available or will become available in 2014, the largest of which is the 8 MW Vestas V164 with the prototype installed in Denmark early 2014.

In terms of market share, the trend towards larger wind turbines is very clear with the 2MW size range being the dominant for onshore application and a strong development of the multi-MW size range. The market share for various size ranges is shown in Table 2.

Other technology trends in addition to the up-scaling are the appearance of wind turbine versions with taller towers and longer blades for better performance in low wind regimes, e.g. for IEC classes II and III sites with annual average wind speeds of 8.5 m/s and 7.5 m/s in hub height, and increased use of direct drivetrain solutions, which in 2013
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The reduction of the cost-of-energy is the primary driver in the development for making wind energy commercially competitive to other energy sources. Innovative technical solutions for wind turbine design such as new rotor design philosophies and drivetrain concepts have been developed to bring down the turbine cost. Large volume manufacturing and installation costs are reduced by specialized tools such as robot assisted blade layup and vessels for fast and robust offshore installation. The operation costs are reduced by optimized maintenance programs based on new health monitoring systems. The shares of turbine costs, installation costs, infrastructure costs, and operation costs in the levelized cost-of-energy depend on the project type: the turbine cost is typically more than half for onshore but less than half for offshore projects. The high installation and infrastructure costs offshore explain the favouring of larger offshore turbines.

A secondary driver in the development of competitive wind energy is the increased security of wind energy production to enable a higher penetration on the grid. Increased capacity factors of wind turbines and higher controllability of wind farms are some of the current trends that focus on this objective.

Figure 7 shows rated power plotted versus rotor diameter of existing onshore and offshore wind turbines in the left plot and their capacity factors plotted versus rated power per rotor area in the right plot. Turbines with low rated power and large rotor diameters will have high capacity factors, while turbines with high rated power and relatively small rotor diameter will have low capacity factors. The three offshore 6.5 MW turbines with rotor diameters of 92 m, 100 m, and 109 m have the lowest capacity factors of about 14%, 16%, and 19%. The turbine with the highest capacity factor of about 47% is an onshore turbine with rated power of 1.5 MW and rotor diameter of 108 m. Note that the capacity factors are here computed assuming an optimal power coefficient of 45%, a Rayleigh wind distribution with 7 m/s as average speed, and cut-in at 5 m/s and cut-out at 25 m/s. These assumptions are of course not representative for all turbines and sites; however, the site-dependent average speed has the largest influence on the capacity factors, thus Figure 7 can be used to compare the effect of changing rated power and rotor diameter on this competition parameter.

Hence, turbines with low rated power and large rotor diameters have high capacity factors, but they may not be more cost-efficient unless they are based on new advanced technologies. With conventional rotor design based on up-scaling, the blade mass and therefore the material and manufacturing costs for the rotor will increase with the power of three with the blade length, while the energy production will increase with the power of two. Figure 8 shows blade mass versus length for existing glass and carbon fiber blades. The purple curve shows the conventional cubic up-scaling of a 40 m glass fiber blade, whereas the red and blue curves show power law trend lines for the glass and carbon fiber blades, respectively. The exponent for the glass fiber blades is significantly lower than three, whereas the trend for the carbon fiber blades is less clear due to the low number of data points. The blade mass
Figure 7 - Rated power versus rotor diameter.

Figure 8 - Wind turbine blade mass versus blade length.

trends for modern glass fiber blades have only been possible through the development of new rotor design philosophies.

A key element in the new rotor design philosophy is the use of new high lift and relative thicker airfoils that allows for the design of more slender rotor blades, as illustrated in Figure 9. The power producing lift force is proportional to the blade width, also called the chord length of the airfoils, and the lift coefficient. If the lift coefficient is increased by design new airfoils or adding vortex generators to existing airfoils for delayed flow separation (stall), then the chord length can reduced by the same fraction without compromising the total lift force. The absolute thickness of the blade must however remain the same to be able to carry the same lift force, thus these new airfoils must have a higher relative thickness.

Blade masses can be further reduced if new load reduction technologies are built into the blade itself by a sweep of the blade shape and/or by advanced layups of the fiber laminates in the blade. These
advanced design concepts can create a passive structural coupling between bending and twisting of the blade such that sudden increases in lift forces on the blade during a wind gust will be alleviated by the reduced angle of attack resulting from the twisting when the blade is bend under the increased loading. 

Figure 10 illustrates the final result of the last thirty years of research and development in rotor design; the top blade is the Siemens B55 blade which includes load reducing bend-twist couplings and high lift airfoils, whereas the bottom blade is an equally scaled version of a 30 year old blade designed with a linearly chord variation and old airfoils designed for glider aircrafts. Note that the Siemens 75 m blade with the mass of 25 ton which lays more than 5% below the state-of-the-art blade mass trend in Figure 8 is designed after the same principles as the B55 blade. This further decrease in blade mass is mainly due to the load reduction obtained by the advanced bend-twist couplings in these cutting-edge blades.

The trend of higher capacity factors of commercial turbines is also related to these new rotor design philosophies because lighter rotors with built-in load alleviating properties allow for replacing smaller and heavier rotors on existing turbine platforms with a larger rotor of equivalent weight and load contributions. Assuming that the manufacturing costs of the blades and the loads transferred from the rotor to the remaining structure are similar for the new rotor of similar mass, the cost-of-energy based only on the turbine cost is reduced proportionally to the rotor area increase.

New drivetrain concepts represent another significant trend in the turbine technology development that aims towards lowering the turbine costs. New drivetrain concepts represent another significant trend in the turbine technology development that aims towards lowering the turbine costs. The predominant drivetrain design has for some years been with a three-stage gearbox and a double-fed induction generator (DFIG). This concept provides variable speed operation and can with the latest developments meet grid requirements. In this concept only the rotor circuit is connected via a power converter and hence approximately one-third of the generator power passes through the converter with obvious cost advantages. The drawback compared to passing the full power output through a power converter is a more limited speed range and fewer options for regulation of the power output and provision of ancillary services from the turbine to the grid.

The primary competitor is the direct drive (DD) concept, which avoids the gearbox and transforms the main shaft torque directly to electric power by
a multi-pole generator with permanent magnets as is the case with the Siemens DD wind turbines or with wound magnets as used by Enercon. The main advantage of the DD concept is a mechanically much simpler drivetrain requiring less maintenance and with expected higher reliability. This reliability is advantageous especially for offshore wind turbine due to the high cost of access and repair. The DD concept is increasingly being used and present in 28.1% of all new capacity in 2013 [1].

Other drivetrain concept are being used, e.g. hybrid drivetrains combining one or two-stage gears with a multi-pole (permanent magnet) generator or hydraulic drives, where a hydraulic pumps, accumulators and motors replace the gearbox and the power converter. Mitsubishi Heavy Industry currently has a 6 MW prototype of this concept. A fairly recent summary of current drivetrain options can be found in e.g. [8] or [9].

Manufacturing trends
With the up-scaling of the wind turbines there is an increased need for test facilities which for the largest wind turbines are rather large and also very expensive. This makes a push toward further developments in numerical simulation tools for the drivetrain that can facilitate a better understanding of the load situation of the involved components.

For these numerical tools to give reliable results the loads on the structure are needed and specifically also their variation in time. Having reliable load data the numerical tools can be used to estimate the fatigue life of e.g. the bearings or the gear-box.

With the need for larger, lighter and stronger structures there is also an increase focus on the material design, keeping in mind that the wind turbine must be able to withstand the environment at the specific installation sight.

With the increase in size the number of sub-suppliers in the supply chain, capable of delivering the needed components, e.g. bearings, is also drastically reduced. It is highly important that steady and trusted supplies of high level components with competitive prices are available.

Competitive advantage and job creation
According to World Market Update [1] the turbines installed in the world in 2013 were supplied by 62 OEM’s, of which 42 companies were from Asia, 18 from Europe and two were from North America. The top ten suppliers of wind turbines are listed in Table 3.

Contrary to what was expected a few years ago, the market has not consolidated with a few large
suppliers. The top-ten supplies 69.5 % of the market, and adding the delivery of turbines from the next five largest suppliers, all from China, provides an additional 13.4 % of the market.

Of any single country, China leads on the supply side. However, the Chinese manufacturers supply almost exclusively to the domestic market, and only Goldwind and Mingyang supply outside their home market, to one and four other countries, respectively [1]. This isolation is in contrast to the European companies and GE on the top-10 list, which typically are active on 15 markets with Vestas being in the lead on 27 markets. Being presence on many markets clearly creates robustness and is a strength.

One should be careful not to interpret the Chinese companies focus on the home market as lack of technology for the world market. Goldwind has manufactured direct-drive turbines for almost a decade, and a 6 MW turbine is under testing. United Power installed its 6 MW wind turbine in 2012 and Mingyang has a 2-bladed 6 MW turbine under testing. However, European and US industry has a stronger knowledge and experience basis. Much of the Chinese wind turbines are based on European technology, initially through licenses but now more through cooperation with European design companies, by acquisition, or by setting up R&D departments.

That China as a country intends to be in the lead, not only in manufacturing, but also in the design and the know-how and -why is illustrated by the immense development of the scientific effort in China on wind energy. Figure 11 shows the development of scientific wind energy papers from the five most publishing countries in the world from a bibliometric analysis by Danvad in 2014 [5].

Most forecasts agree that the wind energy market will grow, both with respect to installed new capacity, repowering, and operation and maintenance. EWEA estimates in [6] that by 2020 there should be 520,000 jobs in the European wind energy sector and almost 800,000 jobs by 2030. The sector created 30% more jobs from 2007 to 2010 to reach nearly 240,000, while the EU unemployment simultaneously rose by 9.6%.

The trend is also that the manufacturing jobs follow the market and hence will grow the most in developing markets. For a country like Denmark, which hosts two suppliers on the top-ten list (Vestas and Siemens), job creation is closely tied to the development of the offshore wind market in Northern Europe and to technology development. The number of jobs has been fairly constant during the last five years at approximately 28,000. However, there

---

**Figure 11** - Number of scientific publications from the five most publishing countries 2003–2012 [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vestas (DK)</td>
<td>56,780</td>
<td>4,893</td>
<td>13.1 %</td>
<td>61,673</td>
<td>18.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldwind (CN)</td>
<td>15,452</td>
<td>4,112</td>
<td>11.0 %</td>
<td>19,564</td>
<td>6.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enercon (DE)</td>
<td>29,370</td>
<td>3,687</td>
<td>9.8 %</td>
<td>33,057</td>
<td>10.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens (DK)</td>
<td>20,192</td>
<td>2,776</td>
<td>7.4 %</td>
<td>22,968</td>
<td>7.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE Wind (US)</td>
<td>37,108</td>
<td>2,458</td>
<td>6.6 %</td>
<td>39,566</td>
<td>12.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamesa (ES)</td>
<td>27,745</td>
<td>2,069</td>
<td>5.5 %</td>
<td>29,814</td>
<td>9.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzlon Group (IN)</td>
<td>23,582</td>
<td>1,995</td>
<td>5.3 %</td>
<td>25,577</td>
<td>7.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Power (CN)</td>
<td>7,323</td>
<td>1,488</td>
<td>4.0 %</td>
<td>8,811</td>
<td>2.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mingyang (CN)</td>
<td>4,159</td>
<td>1,297</td>
<td>3.5 %</td>
<td>5,456</td>
<td>1.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordex (DE)</td>
<td>8,884</td>
<td>1,254</td>
<td>3.3 %</td>
<td>10,138</td>
<td>3.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>58,962</td>
<td>11,448</td>
<td>30.5 %</td>
<td>70,410</td>
<td>21.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>289,557</strong></td>
<td><strong>37,478</strong></td>
<td><strong>100 %</strong></td>
<td><strong>327,034</strong></td>
<td><strong>100 %</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
has been a shift from jobs requiring unskilled manpower to highly skilled jobs as shown in Figure 13 from [5].

Especially the jobs requiring master and PhD level have grown consistently, and only jobs for unskilled labor have fallen in the period. This development is fortunate in the sense that such jobs are associated with high value creation. However, highly trained staff is scarce, and require a strong effort on education and research to grow. In the EWEA study [7] the European industry already finds it difficult to hire suitably trained staff. EWEA estimates that there is currently a shortage of 7,000 qualified personnel required by the European wind energy sector each year, a figure that could increase to 15,000 by 2030 if the number of graduates taking courses relevant to the industry does not rise. However, the positive message is that nearly 50,000 additional trained staff will be needed by the industry by 2030. By that year, operations and maintenance will become the greatest source for new jobs and demand for trained staff.

Hence, maintaining and developing the competitive edge and jobs will require significant investments in education and research.

Standards and Certification

Much of the technology development and the globalization of the wind energy industry have been immensely helped by the development of international standards. The responsible standards organization is IEC (International Electrotechnical Committee), which in 1988 formed the Technical committee TC88 with the task to prepare international wind energy standards. The scope for TC88 is

“To prepare international standards for wind turbines that convert wind energy into electrical energy. These standards address design requirements, engineering integrity, measurement techniques and test procedures. Their purpose is to provide a basis for design, quality assurance and certification. The standards are concerned with all subsystems of wind turbines, such as mechanical and internal electrical systems, support structures and control and protection systems. They are intended to be used together with appropriate IEC/ISO standards.”

The development of standards has followed the general development of wind turbines: 1) Initially preparation of standards giving essential safety and functional requirements to assure the general safety and function of a new technology. 2) Test standards by which the performance can be compared and validated. 3) Conformity testing and certification as a means to document and instill confidence of a complex product to the market and authorities. 4) Standards for interfaces and components when
Wind turbines are becoming a recognized and significant element in power systems and where components are acquired on the international market. As of 2013 IEC has issued the following standards publications in the 61400 series [3]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-1:2005</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 1: Design requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-3:2009</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 3: Design requirements for offshore wind turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-4:2012</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 4: Design requirements for wind turbine gearboxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-11:2012</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 11: Acoustic noise measurement techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-12-1:2005</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 12-1: Power performance measurements of electricity producing wind turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-12-2:2013</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 12-2: Power performance of electricity-producing wind turbines based on nacelle anemometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC TS 61400-14:2005</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 14: Declaration of apparent sound power level and tonality values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-25-1:2006</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 25-1: Communications for monitoring and control of wind power plants – Overall description of principles and models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-25-3:2006</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 25-3: Communications for monitoring and control of wind power plants – Information exchange models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-25-4:2008</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 25-4: Communications for monitoring and control of wind power plants – Mapping to communication profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-25-5:2006</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 25-5: Communications for monitoring and control of wind power plants – Conformance testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-25-6:2010</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 25-6: Communications for monitoring and control of wind power plants – Logical node classes and data classes for condition monitoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the normal revision of standards the following new publications are underway:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEC/TS 61400-3-2 Ed. 1.0</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 3-2: Design requirements for floating offshore wind turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC/TS 61400-5</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 5: Wind turbine rotor blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-6 Ed. 1.0</td>
<td>Wind Turbines: Tower and foundation design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-15 Ed. 1.0</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 15: Assessment of site specific wind conditions for wind power stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC/TS 61400-26-3 Ed. 1.0</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 26-3: Availability for wind power stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-27-1 Ed. 1.0</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 27-1: Electrical simulation models for wind power generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 61400-27-2 Ed. 1.0</td>
<td>Wind turbines – Part 27-2: Electrical simulation models for wind power generation – Wind power plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNW 88-477 Ed. 1.0</td>
<td>Future IEC 61400-415 Ed. 1: Wind turbines – Part 415: Terminology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are several critical issues for wind energy standardization. A wind turbine is a series-produced industrial product that later is being implemented under site-specific condition. Firstly, this means that in general a wind turbine is not designed to the specific conditions that it will meet, but rather to typical conditions, as specified in wind turbine classes. In the committee draft for the fourth edition of IEC 61400-1 Design Criteria [4], the possible general type classes are defined in terms of the basic parameters $V_{\text{ref}}$, the 10 min average extreme wind speed with 50 years return period, $V_{\text{ave}}$, the annual average wind speed, and $I_{\text{ref}}$, which specifies the turbulence level, as listed here in Table 4.

Clearly, safety and function can only be ensured for a wind turbine designed to such general classes, when the conditions at the site of application have been analyzed and conformity with the assumed basic parameters or resulting loads has been assured.

Secondly, standards are being used as the normative requirements for certification by third parties. IEC standards have become the basis for many of the certifications with interpretations and supplementary requirements added from local national standards or private certification body guidelines. Almost all turbines are now certified. Certification of major components has become common. While certification by a qualified certification body means that the designer can enter into a dialogue on how to meet and document conformity with less stringent performance or functional requirements and hence not be limited in the development, the approach with a large number of certification bodies offering their services in several countries has led to harmonization issues.

Thirdly, a wind turbine plant is a complex system where random external conditions interact dynamically with the structural system with advanced control and interdependent components. Well-designed components do not necessarily add up to a safe and well-functioning system; a reality that standardization needs to take into account.

Finally, although the wind energy technology can be considered mature in the sense of the existence of a commercial market, the technology development is rapid, as can be seen from the previous discussion of what is considered the main-stream technology. While standards can be used to share new technical knowledge and best practices, create and maintain an international market without technical barriers and hence facilitate technical development, the development of more and more comprehensive technical standards may also be a barrier for technical development.

As most international markets base their technical requirements on IEC standards and require certification, standards and certification at this point has a good balance between ensuring safety and performance and instilling confidence in the technology, while also allowing and even facilitating further development. However, national regulations, limited understanding of the background of the standards and harmonization issues are serious challenges. Only by maintaining and developing standards, which are not overly descriptive and limiting, and by having very qualified certification bodies with mutual recognition, can international standards and certification be an effective tool to facilitate the technological development and the reduction of the cost of energy from wind energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind turbine class</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{ref}}$ (m/s)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{ave}}$ (m/s)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{ref},T}$ (m/s)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^+$ (t)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$ (t)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$ (t)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$ (t)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 – Basic parameters for wind turbine classes.
Conclusions
Recent years have seen a renewed effort in the technological development of wind turbine technology from competition within the wind energy sector as well as the competing energy technologies. The main-stream turbine technology development trend is characterized by up-scaling to turbines with larger rated capacity for both onshore and offshore applications, larger rotors for higher capacity factors and new drivetrain solution, including the direct-drive solution without gearbox.

The industry is international, and the old markets and suppliers from Europe and USA are challenged by Asia, in particular China. Maintaining and developing the competitive edge and jobs will require significant investments in education and research.

Standards and certification have been important instruments for facilitating technical development and create an international market without technical barriers; care should be taken in the future development to avoid limiting the technical development, which is necessary for reducing the cost of energy from wind.
Chapter 7

Offshore wind energy developments
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Introduction

Onshore wind power is becoming increasingly competitive with conventional fossil based electricity generation. However, offshore wind power is still much more expensive than onshore wind energy. The reasons for going offshore are many fold but mostly due to higher wind resources, less environmental impact and more available space. The drawbacks are increased operation and maintenance cost and added capital expenditure mainly due to the offshore support structures but also to increased costs for cabling, transportation and installation. Since offshore wind farms lately have been moving further from shore and into deeper waters the trend in cost is increasing as seen in the Figure 14 below.

Substantial research and development is needed, to realise the Danish MegaVind4 vision from 2010. The focus of RTDI needs to target the most cost competitive areas. These are: Integrated design, Site conditions, Support structures, Reliability and Operation and Maintenance (O&M), Project development and planning, Business Innovation and Standards and certification.

Support structure optimization

Offshore wind turbines are mounted on costly bottom-fixed support structures such as monopiles and jackets. The newly funded Danish research council project – ABYSS – at DTU Wind Energy develops novel mathematical models, reliable numerical optimization techniques and software for optimal structural design of cost effective bottom-fixed offshore wind turbine support structures for all relevant water depths including deep waters in excess of 50m. Deeper water deployment expands the area for erecting wind farms at locations with superior wind conditions. The ABYSS techniques take dynamic wind and wave loads, cost, life expectancy, manufacturing, and functional requirements accurately into account. Available design tools are far from capable of performing industrial...
structural optimization with this complex combination of requirements and large number of dynamic loads. The results of ABYSS will lead to a faster and more automated design process, with capabilities to design mass-producible and reliable support structures for deep waters and large wind turbines. The optimized designs have longer life expectancy and provide a decrease of cost of energy, contributing to achieving the national energy goals. The developed methods and tools are also immediately applicable to other industrial design in e.g. aerospace.

At the present stage the support structure optimization tool developed at DTU Wind Energy is able to optimize jacket and monopile support structures with static load putting constraints on fundamental eigen frequencies, displacement, and stresses. The graphical user interface for the jacket optimization tool can be seen in Figure 15.

Following Table 5, which shows the potential CAPEX reduction for optimizing jacket support structures can be as much as 6.2%. For a future wind farm development of e.g. Kriegers Flak (which is 600 MW) and assuming a cost of 3M£/MW as previously mentioned, the potential cost reduction is $0.062 \times 600 \times 3 = 112M£$ or roughly 1 billion Danish Kroner.

**Scour protection**

The environments of most offshore wind farms are harsh, below as well as above sea level. To reduce costs without compromising safety it is important to have a detailed understanding of the entire structure of each wind turbine, including its foundation, with both static and dynamic loading from the integrated turbine system as well as interactions with the seabed under nominal and extreme conditions. The foundation makes up about one third of the total capital cost of a wind turbine, so it is not surprising that much research has been done to understand the interaction between the water flow, the seabed and the structure itself.

A complicating factor is the fact that the seabed usually consists of loose material – sand or silt – which moves under the influence of waves and currents. In some cases, large-scale sand waves may move across...
Seabed filter layer, t
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Table 5 – Potential Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) reduction for jacket design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation</th>
<th>Maximum technical potential impact</th>
<th>Anticipated Impact FID 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAPEX</td>
<td>OPEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in jacket manufacturing</td>
<td>-4.2%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in jacket design</td>
<td>-1.4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in jacket design standards</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BVG Associates

Figure 16 – Numerical simulation.

Figure 17 – Scour protection around a monopile. [11]

Numerical simulation (using a k-omega turbulence model) of a scour hole around a model monopile. In this case the scour has grown until it reaches equilibrium. [9]


the seabed with wavelengths of the order of 10–100 m and heights of 0.5–5 m.

Foundation structures may be of four types: monopiles, tripods, jackets, and gravity bases. Monopiles are used for shallow waters (up to say 20–30 m deep), and the other types in deeper water. For all types of foundations there is a risk of heavy scour around the structure (Figure 16).

Scour threatens the stability of the turbine structure, so these structures are almost invariably surrounded by rocks to protect them (Figure 17). However, foundations without scour protection are sometimes used. [13]

Important in the design of the foundation and of the complete turbine structure are:

1. maximum mechanical load, which determines the size of the foundation and the depth to which it must extend below the seabed;

2. fatigue load, which sets the wall thickness of the foundation elements; and

3. eigenfrequencies (natural frequencies) of the complete structure, which influence the operation of the turbine itself.

On a site where scour protection is not used, or has not yet been installed, the depth of the scour hole around the foundation strongly influences these three factors. Moreover, the depth of the scour hole changes continuously as the seabed around the foundation experiences alternate scour and backfilling in an ever-changing climate of waves and currents.[12]

Where scour protection is used, the hydrodynamics describing the flow around the protection are complex, involving interactions between the water flow, the structure and the seabed. The design variables are the thickness and extent of the rock layer, the size of the rocks, and the thickness of the so-called
Potential failure modes include sinking of the whole protection structure into the seabed, [11] and breakup of the cover layer as rocks are removed by the current, either across the top surface of the cover layer or around its edges (“edge scour”). [8] Also important are various soil processes, including sand waves and interactions between the seabed and the full depth of the foundation.

This set of problems offers great challenges to be understood through physical experiments and numerical modelling. A large-scale research programme to address these issues, Seabed Windfarm Interaction, was funded by DSF /Energy and Environment from 2008 to 2012. It was coordinated by B.M. Sumer, one of the authors of this chapter (http://sbwi.dhigroup.com).

Issues related to scour and scour protection are also on the agenda of MERMAID, a new large-scale EU project (Innovative Multi-purpose Offshore Platforms: Planning, Design and Operation; http://www.mermaidproject.eu/), which is coordinated by DTU Mechanic’s Fluid Mechanics, Coastal Engineering and Maritime Engineering section. The coordinator is Professor Erik Damgaard Christensen (edch@mek.dtu.dk).

Finally, reference [10] discusses interaction between flows, structures and the seabed, including scour and scour protection, with a view to identifying the state of the art and current research challenges.

Blade coatings for wind turbines
Erosion of industrial materials by impacting water droplets is a well-known event. Already during the 1940s, with the development of the aeronautical industry, it was observed that exposure to rain was the origin of severe material damage. Likewise, blades in wind turbines are exposed to rain erosion. Research in this field is growing, driven by the fast development of the wind power industry during the last 10–15 years. The size of wind turbines has increased dramatically in recent years. Today turbines up to 8.0 MW and over 160 m rotor diameter are available, where the tip velocity of the blades can reach a linear speed close to 100 m/s.

In the case of offshore wind turbines, blade erosion is particularly problematic; the repair or the replacement of blades is very costly. Due to the presence of sea salt aerosols in the air, blade erosion rates for offshore wind turbines are approximately twice as high as the rates observed on inland wind turbines. As an example, over the past three years, more than 200 blades on 80 wind turbines have been repaired at the wind turbine park Horns Rev 1 off Blåvands Hü in Denmark [1]. The wind turbines were put into operation in 2002. Repairs have also taken place at other wind turbine parks: in Denmark at Rødsand and Middelgrunden, in Sweden at Lillgrund, in Germany at Baltic 1, in Britain at Barrow, North Hoyle, Kentish Flats, Scroby Sands, Thanet, and Robin Rigg, and in the Netherlands at OWEZ [1]. In addition to maintenance penalties, mechanical damage to the wind blades reduces the electrical efficiency of the wind turbines. Wind tunnel experiments estimate a 5% reduction of the power efficiency, depending of factors such as the type and degree of surface roughness of the blade [1].

Wind turbine blades are primarily made of fiberglass reinforced polymer composites. Skins are typically double-bias or triaxial fiberglass and the core is made of balsa or some kind of foam structure. Epoxy-based materials have been the preferred choice of binder due to their high strength, easy production and low cost. Carbon fibres are often used for local reinforcement. Blade composites are vulnerable to impact of solid particles (e.g. sand or insects) and rain droplets. Ultraviolet radiation and large temperature fluctuations can also damage the blades.

The use of high performance blade coating systems provides efficient and cost-effective protection against rain erosion. These coating systems have the ability to absorb the energy from impacting droplets. Current coating systems consist, typically, of a putty layer which is applied for filling pores in the composite substrate, a primer to secure good adhesion of the subsequent coat and a flexible topcoat, usually a polyurethane based formulation [2].
Although there is no precise data available, a substantial fraction of the new large-blade wind turbine installations use blade coating systems. However, commercial high performance blade coating technology is relatively recent and performance data for long term exposure (>15 years) are not available.

The preferred method for evaluating rain erosion has been the so-called “whirling arm” test, developed by the Radiation Laboratory at MIT in 1946 [3]. Fundamentally, the whirling arm consists of a rotor, 2 m in diameter, rotating in an imposed artificial rainfall. Erosion data obtained in the whirling arm setup for polyurethane and neoprene coatings correlated very well with actual flight test [4,5]. In recent years, the whirling arm rig has been used to test coating systems for wind turbine blades. Tip speed of a wind turbine blade can presently be up to 100 m/s, but in the whirling arm rig up to 150 m/s rotor tip speed is used for accelerated testing [6]. Whirling arm tests last for a few hours and in most cases three samples, one on each rotor blade, can be tested simultaneously. It is not clear that in the case of wind blades the accelerated whirling arm test will provide representative data (3 hours of accelerated “heavy rainfall” versus up to 20 years natural exposure), but in absence of alternatives the whirling arm test has become a acknowledged test method for the approval of coating systems for wind blades. However, we understand that coating companies do not have whirling arm equipment available in-house and therefore must rely on external laboratories for the testing of their coating systems. Consequently, it is of utmost importance to design, construct and run simple laboratory erosion setups. The latter may be used for the initial screening experiments of blade coating systems prior to the final approval in the whirling arm rig. The setups must involve low capital and operational costs, have low footprints, be able to run many samples simultaneously and, most importantly, must be able to produce data that correlates satisfactorily with the experimental data obtained with the whirling arm test [6]. Previous attempts of erosion setups are reviewed by Zhang et al. [6].

In addition to novel accelerated test methods and their correlation against whirling arm or full-scale wind turbine data, blade coatings need to be improved to withstand the aggressive conditions present off-shore. This could for instance involve novel binder systems with the proper elastic properties and special additives for enhanced coating cohesion. Furthermore, proper protection of steel towers and foundations for wind turbines by anti-corrosive coatings must also be secured, but this field is more mature with barrier coating systems being the typical choice of protection [7].

High performance blade coatings can maintain optimal electrical efficiency and reduce maintenance work on off shore wind turbines significantly. Consequently, blade coatings are an important factor to take into account when planning the establishment of new wind turbine parks offshore.

**Offshore HVDC**

Wind farms supply power to the grid at high voltages (>72.5 kV), while the turbines within a single wind farm are interconnected by a “collection grid” at medium voltage (≤72.5 kV). So far, almost all offshore wind farms have used standard alternating current (HVAC) connections to bring their power ashore, but these are limited in length to 80–100 km, based on the active power capacity of the cable. [14] Wind farms located at greater distances offshore require high voltage direct current (HVDC) connections.

**Grid connection point to wind farm platform**

HVDC for point-to-point power transmission from wind farm to grid connection is beginning to be used, for example at two offshore sites in Germany: BorWin1 HVDC system (400 MW over 200 km, to the BARD Offshore 1 wind farm) and Dolwin1 HVDC system (800 MW over 165 km, to the Borkum West II wind farm, so far). The converters used to connect wind farms are of the voltage source controlled (VSC) type; in particular, modular multilevel converter (MMC) technology offers good performance. Converter technologies are available for power transmission up to 1 GW.

Wind farms connected to the grid through HVDC converters can play an important role in supporting the grid performance, even under unsymmetrical conditions, though it has to be remembered that the power required for frequency support of the
grid must come from the wind. Converters can also contribute to short-term stabilisation if they are combined with suitable energy sources. However, a change from traditional mechanical inertia – in the form of rotating mass in turbines and generators in the power system to converter-based “inertia” requires investigation of the consequences. A converter designed to compensate for missing rotating inertia from power generators requires the possibility of large units for energy storage. New technologies like supercapacitors and superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) may be able to meet this need, but will require considerable research effort before they can be used in practice.

Another supportive function of a VSC converter is in connection with faults. With a suitable control scheme the converter can ensure fast and robust fault ride-through (FRT). [15]

A very challenging area of offshore HVDC transmission is the need for multi-terminal HVDC systems. These would be required, for instance, to connect multiple large wind farms or to operate them as part of a grid with multiple international interconnectors. This topic requires research on converter control, protection systems and breaker technologies, plus investigation of how to implement these in different grid configurations.

**HVDC collection grid**
The use of HVDC for the collection grid within the wind farm seems an obvious idea, bearing in mind that DC available in all wind turbines with a converter after the generator. There are, however, many challenges to consider. [16] The main concern is the lack of DC voltages sufficiently high (30–60 kV) to minimize losses in the collection grid.

Solutions could include high-voltage generators combined with suitable series, parallel or hybrid connections between the turbines. Depending on the chosen topology, this would require either voltage source controlled (VSC) or current source controlled (CSC) converters. If the generator voltage is not sufficiently high, DC–DC step-up converters can be used to reach medium voltage level. These converters are readily available, but such a system may have no advantages compared to the conventional arrangement in which a DC–AC converter is followed by a transformer to increase the voltage. On top of these considerations, control and protection of an HVDC collection grid would pose a large number of challenges comparable to the ones in multi-terminal HVDC transmission grids.

**Offshore Wind Services – perspectives from around the North Sea**
For the purposes of this section Offshore Wind Services (OWS) are the services that are needed to install, operate and maintain and decommission or repower an offshore wind farm through its life cycle. In other words OWS comprises is the Balance of Plant services as well as Operations and Maintenance of the offshore wind turbines and other equipment of the farm. There is a wide industry consensus that the offshore wind industry needs to work towards lower Levelized Cost of Energy, and by extension lower life-cycle cost, to remain attractive and competitive option in the energy mix. Offshore wind is inherently costly in terms of the capital cost; up-front capital investment is up to twice that of an onshore farm [17], [18]. Over the life cycle of an offshore farm OWS comprise up to 46% of the life cycle cost of the farm including up-front investment and installation, while the actual O&M cost is estimated between 25–28% of total LCoE [18]–[20].

The difference between LCoE onshore and offshore is largely explained by environmental factors; for offshore, equipment have been specifically engineered for the marine environment, and installation as well as operations and maintenance (O&M) have to be performed on water, frequently with specialized vessels [17],[18]. Nevertheless it is expected that OWS will in its own part contribute to lowering LCoE.

In this section we discuss some of the cost drivers and challenges for OWS and opportunities to lower the cost through research, development and innovation, and lay out main areas for improvement for OWS. This section is based on data gathered within a project called European Clusters for Offshore Wind Servicing (ECOWinds, 2012–2015, see www.ecowinds.eu for more information), and
during interviews at EWEA Offshore 2013 and EWEA Annual Event 2014 (approximately 20 interviews on the exhibition floor).

We can break down the challenges for OWS to technical and organizational/business, which have some overlap. The OWS can be further divided to two main phases, installation and operation. The major technical challenges tend to revolve around lack of technical standards relating to key interfaces of components both in the installation phase and during operation. These interfaces include non-standard technical interfaces between the major componentry, but also non-standard tower access solutions, boat landings and helipads to name concrete examples. The flipside of the technical coin is technical and other standards that relate to humans interacting with the componentry. Presently, for example, O&M workers have to be trained and certified for each technical platform separately. Often also multiple overlapping if not interchangeable Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S, often related to Health, Safety, Environmental and Quality – HSEQ – policies) training and certifications are required for crews working on same equipment in different jurisdictions.

Two intertwined underlying challenges that exacerbate these issues are complexity of projects in terms engineering and delivery in complex value network and a lack of communication both horizontally and vertically in the value network between suppliers, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), service providers, contractors, developers and operators. Complexity and poor communication in turn have their own effect to resource congestions and bottlenecks in delivery, both in terms of availability of adequately specified equipment, ports and vessels as well as skilled and qualified labor.

The ECOWindS consortium is working closely with industry stakeholders on a roadmap to alleviate these challenges. The process includes an analysis of regional capabilities, setting goals and basic strategy for OWS and then populating that strategy with an action plan. The work is in progress at the time of the writing, and we present some preliminary conclusions.

The initiatives that have thus far been influenced by the ECOWindS are the Cost Reduction Platform initiated by Offshoreenergy.dk (Sommers, 2014) and the joint effort between DONG Energy and Atkins to design a standard inter-array sub-transformer station (“DONG Energy awards new contract for wind farm substation design to Atkins,” 2014; Juul, 2014).6

The most important short to mid-term goal for the offshore wind industry is lowering the LCoE. There is a broad consensus that this is achieved through

Table 6 - Challenges for OWS to technical and organizational/business.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level/Phase</th>
<th>Installation</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Depth and distance raise OWS cost and make installation more sensitive to weather windows. (Depth affects cost of foundation and installation in particular, distance affects both installation and operation)</td>
<td>Non-standard interfaces such as boat landings and helipads Reliability of some key components (depending on mfg. OEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-standard electro-mechanical interfaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-technical</td>
<td>Planning, zoning and permitting delays; grid connections and associated project management cost overruns Dock and port availability Availability of vessels; competition with oil&amp;gas industry over the resources</td>
<td>Need for overlapping but separate technical and safety training and certifications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Industrialization, i.e., scaling up the volume of production and installation and leveraging the learning effects, and standardization along the value chain. Several addresses in EWEA Offshore 2013 argued that the industry is on track to achieve the targets of cost reduction by approximately 40% by 2020.

These targets are commonly shared within OWS. Within this framework, the main thrust of action is proposedly organized to two three intertwined work streams on; 1) standardization in terms of technology, interfaces as well as OH&S and qualifications, 2) setting up communication and knowledge exchange within the OWS value chain to enable streamlining operation and innovation towards cost saving solutions, and 3) securing skills and qualifications necessary to provide OWS safely, effectively and efficiently.
Chapter 8

Emerging wind energy technologies

By Flemming Rasmussen, DTU Wind Energy; Jean-Claude Grivel, DTU Energy Conversion; Michael Havbro Faber, DTU Civil Engineering; Nenad Mijatovic, DTU Electrical Engineering; Asger Bech Abrahamsen, DTU Wind Energy
Introduction
Since the wind industry took off in the mid-1980s, wind turbine technology has seen rapid development. This has led to impressive increases in the size of turbines: over three decades, a 100-fold increase in power output has accompanied major cost reductions due to improvements in design. If today’s 6–8 MW turbines were created by simply scaling up 55 kW machines from the mid-1980s, they would weigh 10 times as much as they do now. This chapter will discuss emerging technologies that are expected to continue the development of the wind sector to embrace new markets and to become even more competitive.

Drivers for new technologies
Most emerging technologies in the wind sector address technical challenges that currently set a lower limit to the cost of electricity produced in a given environment. The cost of electricity (CoE) is proportional to the cost of the installed hardware ($C$) plus the cost of maintaining that hardware ($M$) over its lifetime, and inversely proportional to the amount of electricity ($E$) produced in that time:

\[
\text{CoE} = \frac{C + M}{E} \tag{1}
\]

Thus strategies for decreasing the CoE will focus on building cheaper hardware that needs as little maintenance as possible over its lifetime, and on harvesting as much energy as possible during that lifetime. A more general concept is the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) where the interest rate of the financing and insurance is included.

Small versus large turbines
The power and hence the income generated by a wind turbine increases with the area ($A$) of the rotor. For a horizontal-axis turbine, $A = \pi R^2$, where $R$ is the length of a rotor blade. Longer blades, however, also have to be thicker and wider. Thus the mass ($m$) of the blade will increase more or less in proportion to $R^3$. Assuming that the cost of the blade is proportional to its mass, scaling up increases the cost of the blade faster than the income it generates. This relation is often called the “square-cube” law, and it applies in general for the whole turbine.

Applying the square-cube law to Equation (1) suggests that as turbines are scaled up the CoE should increase approximately in proportion to the blade length. That this has not been the case for several decades is due to technical advances and new materials and design concepts used for the blades as well as the rest of the turbine, and to engineers’ growing ability to optimise their aerodynamic, structural and dynamic properties.

Figure 18 shows the rotor diameter of the 10 largest turbines as of 2014 as a function of their rated power. The typical power of onshore turbines is now 2–3 MW, whereas the largest offshore turbines range up to 8 MW and have rotor diameters up to 171 m. The rotor area of a given turbine is utilized to capture as much of the wind available for a specific site and also to increase the capacity factor to give a more constant power production. In Figure 18 the different design strategies are clearly seen since a 120–130 m rotor is used for turbines with power ratings in the range from 5–7.5 MW.

Turbine configurations
All the turbines illustrated in Figure 18 are horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWT) with three blades. One might get the impression that this is the only configuration suitable for large-scale deployment of wind power, but in fact several other concepts have been proposed and some are under development.

Figure 18 – Rotor diameter and rated power for the 10 largest turbines.
We will discuss some of these emerging concepts before moving on to subsystems and components for three-bladed HAWTs.

The mainstream HAWT development has an impressive track record over the last 30 years. Following early successes with this type of turbine most R&D has concentrated on HAWTs, to great effect. At a more detailed level the concept has evolved over the years. The latest development is blades designed for strength rather than stiffness, with lower than optimum induction of the rotor. This results in very long, slender, flexible blades which compared to their predecessors sweep a bigger area and so capture more energy over the year for a given generator size.

This successful evolution of the mainstream HAWT makes it difficult for radical new turbine configurations to compete, though it does set clear benchmarks for performance and cost. It is also hard to compare new designs that have not yet been built with field-proven turbine models. Advanced modelling and simulation tools are a great help here, however.

An example shows what happens when we convert a three-blade HAWT to a two-blade design with the same rotor diameter. Simulation shows that increasing the chord (width) of the blades by 50% yields a two-blade rotor with similar performance to that of the original three-blade rotor.[4] Although using two blades instead of three increases the load on each blade by 50%, the broader blade can be made from thinner shells while still carrying the higher load. As a result, the two-blade rotor weighs only two-thirds as much as its three-blade counterpart.

A further modification could save even more weight. Two-blade turbines have the advantage that they can be fitted with “teetering” hubs, which reduce fatigue loads by not constraining the blades to a single plane of rotation. By reducing blade loads to around the same value as for the slenderer three-blade design, the teetering hub allows the use of a rotor that weighs only half as much as the original three-blade design.

Looking at this way, the two-blade design allows the use of a larger rotor – and hence captures more energy – than a three-blade rotor made from the same amount of material.

Disadvantages of the two-blade design include a 4% increase in aerodynamic losses at the blade tips, a 15% increase in the turbulent load on the rotor, and higher fatigue loads on the tower due to turbulence. These advantages and disadvantages relative to the mainstream turbine design need to be balanced in terms of their implications for the cost of electricity. The same is true of any novel design concept, and mathematical modelling needs to be backed up with a certain degree of actual product development before a realistic comparison can be made.

Figure 19a shows a two-blade horizontal-axis turbine in which only the outer part of each blade is
fitted with pitch control. [5] Compared to a three-blade turbine this saves the weight of one blade and makes installation easier, especially offshore. This two-blade design can withstand extremely high winds, so it could be well suited to survive typhoons in Asia.

*Figure 19b* is a vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT). Compared to a HAWT this has the advantage that there is no need for a yaw system to turn the rotor into the wind. [6] VAWT blades experience cyclic aerodynamic loads and constant gravity loads, while for HAWTs this situation is reversed. VAWTs thus have the potential to become more cost-efficient at power ratings above 10 MW, where gravity loads on HAWT blades become very large.

*Figure 19c* shows a multi-rotor concept in which a large structural frame holds several smaller turbines (either HAWTs or VAWTs).[7] This might reduce scale-up costs by achieving large power ratings from relatively low-cost turbines manufactured in large numbers and standard sizes. Power would continue to flow even if one of the turbines failed, but on the other hand maintenance costs are likely to be higher than for a single turbine with the same output.

**Components for horizontal-axis turbines**

Several emerging technologies are found in specific turbine components such as blades, drive trains, towers, offshore foundations, power electronics, offshore cabling, and control systems.

**Blades**

Many factors have aided the move to lighter blades. In the past, the most important of these has been the development of blades that are much thicker than their predecessors, especially near the hub. This increases their load-carrying capacity at the expense of aerodynamics, so an optimum trade-off is the objective.

During the last few years there has been an important move from design for stiffness (to stop blades hitting the tower) to design for strength, which implies a more economical use of materials.

This has been made possible by angling the blades into the wind (“upwind coning” and “pre-bend”) and by tilting the whole rotor upwards. These changes allow the use of more flexible blades, and corresponding higher deflections, while still maintaining safe clearance from the tower. Greater flexibility, however, presents a challenge with respect to predicting the dynamic behaviour of the blades. Such designs are only possible thanks to advanced tools for simulating aeroelastic loads and stability — indeed; these models have even predicted improvements in stability as a result of pre-bending.

An especially elegant consequence of increased flexibility is the ability to build passive load-reduction techniques directly into the blade structure. Taking advantage of the unique attributes of composite materials, for instance, some blades are now being built in ways that couple their bending and twisting...
deformations in order to reduce loads. Another way to reduce loads is to curve or “sweep” the blades in their plane of rotation. Figure 20 shows such blades in operation (a), along with an experimental setup (b).

A combination of passive built-in aeroelastic tailoring of the blade characteristics with innovative systems of trailing-edge control can considerably reduce the fatigue loads on blades. Active trailing-edge control systems are being developed, though they have not yet been applied on commercial turbines (Figure 20c). Passive flow control devices such as vortex generators and Gurney flaps, meanwhile, are included in many new blades. They can also be retrofitted to older blades to improve flow conditions and increase power output.

The general trend in blade and rotor design is towards increased tailoring to give greater variation in aerodynamic, structural and aeroelastic characteristics along the span of the blade. Simultaneous optimisation of all these parameters produces blades with unconventional shapes that can be very far from straight in the unloaded condition. These very long blades, with a lot of pre-bend and sweep, are challenging to build, and it is tempting to manufacture them in sections that can be glued together on site. This could allow pre-bent and swept blades to be built up from nearly straight sections fixed at small angles to one other.

Drive trains

Conventional wind turbines use gears to match the slow rotation speeds of the blades and hub to the higher speeds required to drive a standard induction generator connected directly to the grid. Historically, gearboxes installed in wind turbines in some cases have turned out to have shorter lifetimes than they were designed for. This has increased the maintenance cost $M$ as well as reduced the energy production $E$ due to less availability of the turbine and resulted in a lower CoE than expected. The problem has been solved by developing improved gears and – in onshore turbines – procedures to replace gearboxes quickly in old turbines.

Gearbox replacement is not an attractive idea in offshore turbines, however, because access is only available during short periods of calm weather at sea. To improve the reliability of offshore turbines, manufacturers have therefore developed a range of drive train solutions containing one, two or three gearbox stages, or with no gears at all (Table 7).

Using a gearbox allows the generator to be kept relatively small because the power of the generator is proportional to its speed:

$$P_{\text{gen}} \sim B_g A_s V_g \omega_g$$

where $P_{\text{gen}}$ is the generator power, $B_g$ is the magnetic field strength in the air gap, $A_s$ is the current loading of the stator windings, $V_g$ is the volume of the generator, and $\omega_g$ is the rotation speed. Thus if we reduce the rotation speed by reducing the gear ratio, we have to increase the volume of the generator to get the same power output. [11]

From Table 7 it is evident that many – and very different – drive train concepts are now appearing in offshore turbines. It remains to be seen whether any of them will become widely accepted as the offshore wind sector grows. We can say, however, that the current trend is to remove as many stages of the gearbox as possible, in order to improve reliability, and to use medium-speed multi-pole permanent magnet generators. [11]

Permanent magnet generators use powerful magnets made from neodymium or other metals of the type known as rare earths elements. Compared to generators that rely on current-carrying coils for their magnetic fields, permanent magnet generators have fewer moving parts and might be more reliable. Since commercial sources of rare earths element magnets are concentrated in Asia, there is concern that supplies may not be able to meet demand for the large magnets used in wind turbine generators. Other types of magnets can be used, but since these are weaker they would require larger generators.

The frequency of low- or medium-speed permanent magnet generators does not match the frequency of the grid, so all the power produced has to go through an electronic converter. This increases costs, but at the
Table 7 – Drive train details for the 10 largest turbines as of May 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Power (MW)</th>
<th>Rotor diameter (m)</th>
<th>Drive train</th>
<th>Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vestas</td>
<td>V164</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>1-stage gear, PM, full converter</td>
<td>DD = direct drive, PM = permanent magnet generator, DFIG = doubly fed induction generator, wound Cu = generator using only electromagnets, full converter = all power goes through the electronics, partial converter = only generator rotor power goes through the electronics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enercon</td>
<td>E126</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>DD, Wound Cu, full converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td>SWT6.0-155</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>DD, PM, full converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alstom</td>
<td>Haliade</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>3-stage gear, DFIG, partial converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinovel</td>
<td>SL6000</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>1-stage gear, PM, full converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areva</td>
<td>M5000</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1-stage gear, PM, full converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamesa</td>
<td>GSMW</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2-stage gear, PM, full converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bard</td>
<td>Bard 5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>3-stage gear, DFIG, partial converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XEMEC</td>
<td>X115-5MW</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>DD, PM, full converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Drive train details for the 10 largest turbines as of May 2014. [3,12] The turbines are ranked by rated power and then by rotor diameter.
same time decouples the generator from the grid and so improves the “ride through” of grid faults.

Several other drive train concepts exist that are radically different from those found in the “top 10” list. Superconducting coils, for instance, could provide magnetic fields even stronger than those of permanent magnet generators. Figure 21a shows how this might yield a direct drive generator that is compact enough to be mounted on the turbine hub, eliminating the need for a conventional nacelle [13]. The challenge is to integrate the cryogenic system needed to cool the superconducting coils.

Magnetic gears are a new type of power transmission device originally developed at Sheffield University in the UK. A magnetic gearbox uses two sets of magnets rotating on rings placed close together so that their magnetic fields interact. With more magnets on one side than the other, the device acts like a conventional gearbox – and with claimed similar efficiency – in converting both shaft speed and torque.

Figure 21b shows a magnetic gearbox integrated with a multi-pole generator, again mounted directly on the hub. [14] This arrangement is claimed to be more compact than either a direct-drive generator or a mechanical gearbox with a conventional wound generator. It contains more moving parts than a direct-drive power train, however, and also requires a relatively large quantity of permanent magnets.

A direct drive concept based on the weaker types of magnets that could be used if rare earth magnets were in short supply. The lower magnetic field strength requires a large-diameter generator which is supported like a bicycle wheel in the Sway concept, where the generator diameter is about 30 meters [11].

**Towers**

As the turbine diameter increases, the tower on which it is mounted must become not only taller but also wider, and made from thicker material, so that it can carry the increased load from the nacelle and rotor down to the foundation. This will clearly cost more.

Tower performance and cost depend on the material used. Currently most towers are made from steel plates up to 150 mm thick, which are rolled into tube sections that are welded together. These sections are then lifted on top of one another and bolted together to form the complete tower. Bending and welding such thick plates is challenging, so designers are now looking into other materials such as concrete and even wood [15]. One idea is to cast concrete sections on site and then assemble these to create a tower.

**Offshore foundations**

The installed cost of a turbine includes the cost of the foundation, which for offshore wind farms can exceed the capital cost of the turbine itself. As with towers, the size of the foundation scales...
with the square of the rotor diameter (times the tower height). For a given set of wind and wave conditions, it also scales linearly with water depth.

Expensive as offshore foundations are, it turns out that their costs scale relatively slowly with increasing turbine size, compared to the other contributors to the total installed cost. As a result, the economics of foundation design favour the use of turbines much larger than the typical 2–3 MW onshore turbine. This is clearly reflected in Figure 18, where almost all the turbines above 5 MW are aimed at offshore applications.

For water depths of 10–30 m the preferred foundation is a monopile (Figure 22a). This consists of a large-diameter steel tube hammered into the seabed, on top of which is a “transition piece” connected to the tower. A more innovative foundation is the jacket suction bucket (Figure 22b), which is sucked into the seabed by introducing a vacuum in the bucket part. In water 30–50 m deep a jacket foundation is considered to be the most economic. For water deeper than 50 m a floating foundation (Figure 22c and d) is probably preferred.

**Power electronics**

As Table 7 shows, most modern turbines use a full power electronic converter to allow variable-speed operation of the generator at frequencies different from that of the grid. This conversion usually begins with a set of semiconductor switches to rectify the AC power from the generator. The resulting DC current is fed to a capacitor bank, which is connected in turn to another set of semiconductor switches that chop up the DC to create an AC current at a frequency matching the electrical grid. This basic configuration can be realised in many topologies and with different numbers of semiconductor switches [20].

Although semiconductor switches are developing rapidly in terms of power ratings and reliability, they are still only used in small numbers and their cost is high [21]. Packaging is a key area of expertise:

---

**Figure 22 - Offshore foundations.**

(a) Monopile foundations are used in most European offshore wind farms with typical water depths of 10–30 m (Reproduced with permission from Rambøll) [16].

(b) Suction bucket foundation for water depths of around 30-50 m (Reproduced with permission from DONG ENERGY) [17].

(c) The Hywind concept, here supporting a HAWT (Hild Bjelland Vik - Statoil ASA) [18].

(d) Deepwind concept supporting a VAWT (19).
it is challenging to make reliable electrical connections to the semiconducting wafers themselves, and thermal cycling can create fatigue which shortens the life of the devices. In the future, silicon (Si) semiconductor material might be replaced by silicon carbide (SiC), which can sustain higher operating temperatures.

A second central question for power electronics concerns the generator voltage. Most turbines have 690 V generators because that is the standard for general power electronics used in industry. As turbines continue to increase in size, however, this relatively low voltage will require the use of unrealistically large currents.

Several commercial turbines, in fact, already use medium-voltage power converters. The problem with using voltages above 1 kV inside turbines is that this requires more stringent standards for design, construction and maintenance, and the associated switchgear and other equipment costs more.

One way to simplify the design of turbines – though not necessarily of complete wind farms – would be to export DC power to the collection grid (see next section). This would eliminate the need for the DC-to-AC stage of the power converter [22, 23].

Control of turbines, wind farms and grids

Central to the successful implementation of wind power is not just the hardware, but also the control of that hardware. Since turbines operate in turbulent wind conditions, they experience loads that fluctuate greatly and are occasionally very high. Both extreme and fatigue loads reduce the lifetime of the machines.

The systems that control turbines have the primary job of trying to keep the power output to the grid as steady as possible. At the same time, however, suitably designed controllers could also mitigate mechanical load peaks by changing the pitch of individual blades, varying the generator speed, or damping oscillations in the drive train.

Any turbine control system needs an input signal that is linked to the behaviour of the system it is trying to control. At present the main such signal is the wind speed at the turbine, as measured by an anemometer mounted on the nacelle.

An emerging alternative uses the principle of “light detection and ranging” (LiDAR) to measure wind speed some distance upwind of the turbine. LiDAR is an analogue of radar, using laser light instead of radio waves; particles or droplets in the path of the beam create reflections from which the air velocity can be calculated. Measuring the speed of a gust several seconds before it hits the turbine improves control by allowing the control system to take pre-emptive action.

Further into the future, the ability to measure wind speeds across the whole rotor diameter (Figure 23) and in front of the blades might eventually be used to control the individual sections of “smart blades”. This could allow the turbine to respond more efficiently to off-centre gusts and turbulence. [24]

LiDAR is also a useful tool for measuring the wind conditions at a site before a wind turbine or wind farm is installed. On new projects it might replace the use of tall meteorological masts.

The control aspects of wind power relate not only to individual turbines, but also to an increasing extent to a wind farm’s collective response to the wind and its interaction with the grid. This call for a wind farm controller that can take into account the responses of individual turbines to, for example, wake effects caused by their neighbours. Controlled shutdown of a wind farm in the face of an advancing storm is another important job of the main controller.

Learning from other industries

This chapter has shown that the biggest technology changes are taking place in the offshore sector, yet turbines for onshore use still make up by far the biggest fraction of the installed wind power base.

Even though onshore and offshore technologies are developing differently, there is still considerable transfer of emerging offshore turbine technologies to the onshore sector. An example of this is the ability to build longer rotor blades, which are used
for onshore turbines targeted at low wind speeds in the 2–3 MW class. Other examples are the option of direct drive and permanent magnet generators for most of the Siemens turbines, and growing use of full-scale converters in onshore turbines.

The challenge remains, however, to make wind more competitive with other power sources by continuing to introduce emerging technologies and new production methods into mainstream products. This calls for coordination between the medium- to long-term research performed by academia and the short- to medium-term R&D done by industry. Another important factor is the role of governments, which can promote wind power by drawing up steady development tracks for the energy system as a whole and specify clear targets for wind energy. Our recommendations for academia, industry and government to foster the development of emerging wind energy technologies are:

**Academia**
- Academic research should strive to expand the technical limits of specific wind power technologies, since these limits often determine the cost of wind energy.
- New technologies will always be expensive compared to mainstream technology, so we need methodologies for assessing how emerging wind technologies could affect the cost of energy.
- Incremental innovations generally have the fastest impact on LCoE, while the effect of long-term research targets might be more dramatic. What should be the balance between these approaches?

**Industry**
- As the wind industry matures it is moving towards mass production. Manufacturers can learn from other sectors, such as the automotive industry, how to do that in cost-competitive ways. Can shared technology platforms for the wind industry be developed, produced, maintained and decommissioned?
- The largest expansion of the wind sector is expected to be offshore. Lowering LCoE for offshore wind power may require larger companies with the ability to develop, produce and deploy entire offshore wind farms by themselves.

**Governments and industry associations**
- Clear formulations of future requirements for energy systems will allow emerging wind technologies to be developed appropriately.
Emerging wind technologies often come about as a result of the need to enter new markets, such as offshore (shallow or deep water) and sites with low wind speeds. Their take-up is driven by the potential to lower LCoE in these new markets, but they often move into more traditional markets once the technology matures.

We have shown above that the three-blade horizontal-axis turbine is the dominant design around which most current component development is based. The most remarkable achievement of the last few years has been the increase in rotor size. This trend is expected to continue with the introduction of even more advanced blades, and perhaps also smarter blades with active control.

The drive trains of offshore turbines show a lot of variation, and it will be interesting to see whether geared or direct-drive designs come to dominate the offshore market. Finally, foundations and offshore cabling call for rapid development, since they are essential in driving down LCoE for offshore wind power and making wind competitive with other energy sources.
Chapter 9

Challenges and solutions for energy systems with high shares of wind energy

By Kenneth Karlsson, Lena Kitzing and Jonas Katz, DTU Management Engineering; Poul Sørensen, Nicolaos Cutululis and Anca D. Hansen, DTU Wind Energy
Wind energy is becoming a significant player in energy systems, with ever-increasing market shares. 2013 was a record-breaking year for wind in energy systems: in Spain, for instance, wind energy became the top supplier, providing 21.1% of the country’s overall electricity demand. In Germany, wind peaked at 59% of electricity demand for some one-hour periods, a performance matched by the US state of Colorado (60%). In Denmark, wind energy provided on average more than 30% of demand during the year, and hit a record of 90 hours during which wind energy production was higher than demand, peaking at an oversupply of 122%[1].

In the light of political targets to further increase the share of renewable energy in power systems, more regions of the world will see increasing average shares of wind power. Even more importantly, we will increasingly see situations of extreme over- or under-supply due to fluctuations in wind power production. This makes the operation of power systems more challenging. In general, power systems need to serve two basic requirements:

1. power should be available on demand; and
2. the voltage delivered to consumers should remain stable.

Power systems were originally designed around large-scale synchronous generators in the form of controllable thermal power plants. Wind power plants (WPPs), however, are asynchronous generators. Integrating large shares of asynchronous generation requires new approaches and solutions [2].

The integration of wind into today’s energy systems has three aspects that are separate, though related. The first is network integration. WPPs are typically sited in the best wind locations, which often do not coincide with centres of consumption or the availability of sufficient existing grid capacity. To make best use of wind energy potential, sufficient grid capacity needs to be available to export power, and transmission bottlenecks should be minimised. With increasing shares of wind energy in the system, the existing infrastructure is challenged in some regions, at both medium- and high-voltage levels.

The second aspect relates to long-term and medium-term integration. Wind energy production can be highly variable, depending on the wind resource availability. At times each WPP will generate at maximum capacity, yet on other occasions it will produce nothing. Sufficient alternative generation capacity – or demand response – must therefore be available during times of low or no wind energy production. In the long term, adequate investment incentives must be provided for controllable backup power in order for sufficient capacity to be made available to the market. In the medium term (i.e. day-ahead), the expected ramping up and down by WPPs must be mirrored by sufficiently flexible units that can be dispatched so as to maintain the balance between power production and demand.

The third aspect relates to short-term integration. Here, the forecast errors in wind energy generation lead to mismatches between forecast and actual wind production, and hence to unexpected fluctuations in the power supply. This poses a challenge to system balancing. In the very short term – from seconds to minutes – the power system needs fast control in order to balance demand and supply and so maintain a stable voltage. To make this possible, the system operator requires access to sufficient reserves and other services that are collectively known as ancillary services.

The focus of this chapter is mostly on short-term integration issues and the corresponding need for ancillary services. Here we should remember that policy and regulation influence the need for balancing. Shorter gate-closure times in the power market, for instance, allow better forecasting and create the opportunity to re-dispatch generators before the need for balancing arises. Allowing new actors into the market, especially from the demand side, also helps providing the required services at the lowest possible cost.

Balancing energy systems with high shares of wind power
In power systems, balancing is traditionally done by dedicated power capacity reserves. The details of how control is achieved are different for each
system, depending on the reliability criteria defined for the system, the way reserves are traded in markets, and the extent of trading between neighbouring systems [3].

Wind energy increases the need for balancing because of the wind power forecast error. Unexpected decreases in wind power production have the same effect as unexpected increases in demand. Experience from Europe shows that wind shares of up to 20% may not require additional primary control capacity as long as the wind capacity is geographically distributed over a wide area [2]. However, mismatches between forecast and actual wind power production will eventually have to be handled through balancing, and in particular via the secondary control capacity.

The largest challenges in integrating wind energy typically arise in situations which combine high wind production, low demand, limited or inflexible trade with neighbouring power systems, and low flexibility in the power plants that are operating or otherwise available [3].

So what can be done to balance energy systems with very high shares of wind? There are five main options:

1. Well-integrated grids with good interconnections reduce balancing needs. Geographically large balancing areas decrease the need for balancing by evening out deviations in both demand and wind production. Increasing the geographical areas from which control capacity (reserves markets) can be obtained will decrease the costs of system operation, since it makes lower-cost options more accessible.

2. Good interconnections with the heat sector will reduce balancing needs in the power system. With combined heat and power (CHP) units as well as electrical boilers and heat pumps linking the heat and power sectors, the heat system can be used to counterbalance fluctuations on the power side, especially when heat storage is abundant.

3. Demand response will reduce balancing needs on the supply side.

4. Large-scale electricity storage can provide additional control capacity that could replace the need for flexible thermal power generation. The prospect of a large fleet of electric cars and an increasing share of heat pumps for domestic heating could be especially important in this respect.

5. WPPs themselves can deliver some ancillary services.

The large-scale integration of wind power into power systems will require us to find integrated regulation strategies for the whole energy system – a process that is likely to require all the options mentioned above. Wind power plants will have to play a role not only in producing energy, but also in delivering ancillary services. The following sections address this in more detail.

Ancillary services

This section provides an overview of the need for ancillary services in power systems, how this is affected by increased wind power penetration, and the potential for WPPs to provide these services.

The purpose of ancillary services from power generating units is to ensure that the power system operates securely to provide reliable, high-quality power to customers via the grid. Ancillary services are vital because power systems are complex and vulnerable, and require appropriate operational rules and control systems to ensure their operational security and stability.

According to CIGRE [4] “definitions for ancillary services can differ significantly based on who is using the terms. While some definitions emphasise the importance of ancillary services for system security and reliability, others mention the use of ancillary services to support electricity transfers from generation to load and to maintain power quality.” That distinction notwithstanding, ancillary services are usually understood as those services that are needed to ensure the power system stability as defined jointly by IEEE and CIGRE [5].
When the various definitions are translated into specific types of ancillary services, individual transmission system operators (TSOs) may include more or fewer of these specific types. This is not only because of differences in the definitions, but also partly because some of the required properties of generating plants are embedded in conventional power plants based on directly grid connected synchronous generators. TSOs of power systems with large shares of renewables, on the other hand, require new ancillary service products, because the modern installed renewable plants use power converters instead of directly connected synchronous generators.

Types of ancillary services

The most commonly discussed and generally accepted ancillary services belong to the group known as active power reserves. These services are by nature related to the balancing described above, but whereas balancing focuses on the economic unit commitment and dispatch of individual generating plants, the purpose of reserves is to cope with imbalances that were not known when the power was traded on the day-ahead and possibly intra-day markets. Such imbalances typically occur due to errors in forecasting power demand and production; to rapid and unexpected plant shutdowns (“trips”), and to contingencies in the grid. The grid needs reserves that can respond quickly enough to cope with such unexpected imbalances.

In the past, active power reserves were categorised into primary, secondary and tertiary reserves, based on the sequence in which they were expected to operate. However, the definitions of those categories have sometimes been confused. In 2007, the European transmission system operators (ETSO) [6] introduced an alternative categorisation of active power reserves based on the process that the reserve supports. This definition distinguishes frequency containment reserves (FCRs), frequency restoration reserves (FRRs), and replacement reserves (RRs). In this section we will use these categories, with the updated definitions from the ENTSO-E glossary [7].

In Denmark, Energinet.dk has published an ancillary services strategy for 2011–2015 [8]. This strategy defines “properties required to maintain power system stability today” as a group of services that “are required to ensure safe operation of the main power system and are not procured in the reserves market”. This group of services include short-circuit power, continuous voltage control, voltage support during faults, and inertia. All of these are addressed below.

As mentioned above, large-scale penetration of renewable power plants has also created requirements for new ancillary services products, as exemplified by Irish [9], British [10], and Texan [11] grid codes. The new services addressed in this section are fast frequency response and inertia support, synchronising power, and power oscillation damping.

Frequency containment reserves (FCRs)

According to the ENTSO-E glossary [7] “frequency containment reserves (FCRs) means the operational reserves activated to contain system frequency after the occurrence of an imbalance.” FCRs are activated automatically as a response to frequency changes. FCRs are traditionally referred to as “primary reserves”.

FCRs were introduced as an integral part of a large WPP for the first time at the Horns Rev offshore wind farm [12] and are now a feature of many modern WPPs. However, as far as WPPs are concerned, FCRs are usually only available as “down reserve”: a reduction in supply to correct overfrequency on the grid. This is because wind power plants normally operate at their maximum possible output under the prevailing wind conditions, so they cannot provide “up reserves” to correct underfrequency when demand exceeds supply.

It is technically feasible to combine downward FCRs from WPPs with upward FCRs from flexible consumption (demand management) [13]. Another technically feasible solution is to run WPPs in such a way that they are continuously down-regulated under normal conditions, allowing output to be increased when necessary. Because this involves the non-production of wind power that is actually available, it will usually only be profitable when power prices are zero or negative. Running a WPP in down-regulated mode requires a reliable estimate of the maximum power available under the prevailing wind...
conditions, so as to make sure that the plant can actually provide its quoted reserve if necessary [14].

For a power system to be secure, enough FCRs must be available to handle any unexpected events, typically within 15 minutes. Today, the required amount of FCRs is shared between the TSOs in each synchronous area; the total corresponds to the size of the largest generation unit in the area, since the sudden loss of this unit is taken as the worst case. An individual TSO in a large synchronous area typically is required to provide only a fairly small amount of FCRs.

Power system studies usually assume that wind power will not influence the amount of FCRs needed. However, recent research has shown that the planned development of offshore WPP capacity in the power systems of northern Europe will increase the need for FCRs in the medium to long term (between 2020 and 2030) [15]. This is because the predicted massive concentration of WPP capacity will cause unpredicted changes in power delivery within 15 minutes, to an extent that will sometimes exceed the amount of FCRs available at present.

The amount of extra FCRs required by 2030 to cope with offshore wind power will vary according to the weather. In calm periods, when wind production is low, the need for extra FCRs will be modest; during strong winds it could be much higher. Since making FCRs available costs the TSOs money, we recommend the development of a new way to estimate the weather-dependent need for FCRs. For much of the time, a sufficiently accurate model could save money by reducing the required amount of FCRs.

**Frequency restoration reserves (FRRs)**

According to the ENTSO-E glossary [7] “frequency restoration reserves (FRRs) means the active power reserves activated to restore system frequency to the nominal frequency.” FRRs are used not just to restore the frequency following upsets, but also to correct deviations from the scheduled power flows between different TSO areas.

Usually, FRRs should be fully activated within 15 minutes. This ensures that the previously activated FCRs are restored and allows the power system to return from an “alert” state to normal operation after 15 minutes. In traditional terminology FRR covers both “secondary reserves”, which are activated automatically, and “tertiary reserves”, which are traded on regulating power markets and thus activated manually. The term “contingency reserves” is also used [11].

The volume of FRRs needed depends on the share of wind power in the power system area. This is because the forecast errors typically increase with increased share of wind power, and FRRs are used to balance those forecast errors.

FRRs are usually provided by flexible conventional power plants, typically hydro power or gas-fired. FRRs can be imported from neighbouring power system areas if the interconnectors have sufficient capacity available. At present most power systems have enough FRRs; in northern Europe, for instance, Norwegian and Swedish hydro power provides FRRs in Denmark. In the future it will be important to maintain a flexible generation mix as wind power penetration increases, especially in electrical island power systems that are small synchronous areas such as Ireland, which cannot import FRRs.

When systems with high shares of wind power operate in conditions of high wind and low demand, economics indicate that the minimum possible number of conventional generators will be online, and that even these will operate close to their technical minimum production limits. In such cases, provided that power prices are low or even negative, it may be profitable for WPP owners to provide down-regulation FRRs. Under most conditions, however, it is not profitable to provide FRRs from wind power.

As with FCRs, providing upward FRR from WPPs is technically feasible but generally not profitable, because this would require wind energy to be spilled continuously during normal operation. Demand-side management is a much more favourable solution for upward reserves.

The EU-supported REserviceS project studied the benefits of providing reserves from renewables in
three cases representing different types of systems: the island system of Ireland [16], the “end-of-line” peninsula represented by Iberia [17], and a large north European case covering Germany, Poland, the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland [18]. The results clearly show that the benefits of getting services from renewables increase significantly as the penetration of renewables grows.

As an example, in Iberia, with 42% renewables, the additional annualised investment cost of making services available from renewables was estimated at €240 million/y, with corresponding benefits of approximately €660 million/y. The results also indicate that the benefits are highest in island systems (Ireland) and lowest in larger strongly interconnected systems (the north European case). The project shows that although in today’s power systems providing reserves from renewables creates very little profit; this will change in future power systems with much larger shares of renewables.

**Replacement reserves (RRs)**

According to the ENTSO-E glossary [7] “replacement reserves (RRs) means the reserves used to restore/support the required level of FRRs to be prepared for additional system imbalances.” The term “regulating reserve” is also used [11].

The activation of RRs does not depend on changes in frequency or deviations from scheduled flow between power system areas, and activation times may be up to several hours.

In principle, the necessary volume of RRs depends on the level of wind power penetration in the power system area, in the same way as for FRRs. For RRs it also depends on the generation mix in the system, however, because RRs are only needed if not enough non-activated RRs are available. If baseload generation comes from flexible hydro power plants, for example, these can provide high levels of FRRs, so there is no need for additional RRs. If the baseload units are inflexible nuclear plants, on the other hand, then the limited volume of FRRs needs to be restored by activation of RRs.

WPPs are rarely used to provide RRs. It is generally more attractive for WPPs to provide the short-term FRRs than the longer-term RRs.

**Short circuit power**

Existing power systems need the service known as short circuit power to maintain voltage during momentary short circuits and ensure that protective equipment isolates the fault.

In the long term, the development of new smart protection systems has the potential to eliminate at least some of the need for short circuit power.

Short circuit power is not always explicitly mentioned as an ancillary service, because it is embedded in synchronous generators and therefore sometimes taken for granted. A synchronous generator is able to provide a short circuit current many times greater than the rated current of the generator.

Power converters connecting modern wind turbines to the grid control the amount of current entering the grid. Today it is common practice to use this control to inject a certain short circuit current during voltage dips. Yet even when they are temporarily overloaded, wind turbine converters supply significantly less short circuit power than is available from synchronous generators.

It is technically possible to provide more short circuit power from wind turbines by increasing the size of the grid-side converters, but this is not an economically sound solution. From an economic point of view it is also important to know that the need for short circuit power varies across the grid, so a general requirement for short circuit power from any generation unit will give rise to unjustified investment costs.

A more economical way to add short circuit power is to install synchronous condensers where needed. A synchronous condenser is a rotating machine that acts as an idling motor, giving control of reactive power and providing short circuit power. The Danish TSO recently installed a synchronous condenser with the main purpose of ensuring sufficient short circuit power.
Continuous voltage control
Voltage control is traditionally provided to the transmission grid by conventional power plants equipped with synchronous generators. Modern WPPs also provide voltage control; if the wind turbines do not have sufficient reactive power capacity to support the voltage, then auxiliary reactive power equipment is used. Shunt capacitors and static VAR compensators (SVCs) are the cheapest solutions for this purpose.

Voltage control must be supplied close to where it is needed. WPPs are typically connected either to the distribution grid (onshore turbines) or to distant parts of the transmission grid, far from its “backbone” (offshore turbines). This means that voltage support from new WPPs may not be adequate over the entire transmission grid as the share of wind power increases. Under these conditions auxiliary reactive power may be needed in the transmission grid at locations where it cannot be supplied by a generating plant. SVCs will typically be the solution in such cases.

Voltage control during faults
To prevent the voltage from dropping too low under fault conditions, the generation units need to inject reactive current into the fault. This is very similar to the need for short circuit power described above. As with short circuit power, reactive current can be
supplied by synchronous generators and, to a lesser extent, by wind turbine converters.

The first grid codes required only that wind power plants were capable of “riding through” grid faults. Most grid codes today, however, include specific requirements for the injection of current during and immediately after voltage dips. The aim is normally to ensure that enough reactive power is injected to support the voltage during the fault and immediately after it is cleared. Some grid codes, however, give higher priority to injecting active current than reactive current. This is because the TSOs in question consider frequency stability (which is controlled by active current) to be at greater risk than voltage stability (controlled by reactive current).

Where wind turbines do not have enough reactive power capacity to support the voltage, auxiliary equipment is used. Shunt capacitors and SVCs are usually not sufficient in this case, because their reactive power capacity is proportional to the square of the voltage, so it falls significantly during voltage dips. Static synchronous compensators (STATCOMs) are more suitable because their reactive power capacity is proportional to the voltage, but the technically ultimate solution is a synchronous condenser.

**Black start capability**

Although TSOs have extensive plans to prevent system blackouts, it is never possible to avoid the threat completely. In the event of a blackout, the system must be restored using generation units with “black start” capabilities.

Some grid codes, such as those used in the UK [10], require black start capability from WPPs. However, most TSOs do not want to use WPPs when restoring the system after a blackout, because the restoration process is often vulnerable to fluctuations in power.

**Fast frequency response and inertia support**

As the penetration of wind power increases, the inertia embedded in power systems is decreasing. Inertia is an inherent property of conventional power plants with synchronous generators, but not of renewable generators connected through electronic converters. Lower inertia means that under sudden load increases the frequency can dip very low, possibly causing under-frequency relays to trip generation units – which of course make the problem worse.

The negative rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) can also become critically high, tripping generation units connected to the distribution network, where ROCOF relays are often used to protect against unintentional islanding. (In the long term, new intelligent islanding detection systems have the potential to replace ROCOF relays.)

The loss of inertia in the power system due to the displacement of conventional power plants by WPPs has created a need for a new ancillary service to replace it. Thanks to the fast response time of WPP controllers and the energy stored in wind turbine rotors, it is technically feasible for WPPs to provide rapid, temporary power injection to limit both frequency error and ROCOF.

**Figure 24** illustrates a possible inertia response (IR) controller in a WPP. Whereas embedded inertia responds immediately to ROCOF \((\text{d}f/\text{d}t)\), the IR controller will respond after a delay of a few line periods.\(^7\) The IR controller also responds to the frequency error \(\Delta f\) in a way similar to that used by a conventional speed governor to provide FCRs. However, power injection from the WPP can only be temporary – otherwise the wind turbines would lose too much rotational speed and therefore also their aerodynamic torque.

**Synchronizing power**

Synchronizing power (SP) is an embedded feature of synchronous generators. It reduces the load angle between groups of synchronous generators in the power system. If the load angle becomes too high, the synchronous generators will lose torque and the system becomes unstable; at that point it needs to separate into two parts to avoid pole slipping and consequently oscillations and damage to the drive trains.

As with other types of reserves, an increase in the share of converter-connected renewable generation decreases the amount of synchronising power.
available on the system. As a result, it may be necessary to introduce synchronising power as a new ancillary service product.

Figure 25 illustrates a synchronising power controller in a WPP. The controller responds to changes in either the rotor angle or the voltage angle at the point of connection of the WPP.

Power oscillation damping
Power oscillation damping is typically a feature embedded in the power system stabiliser (PSS) of synchronous generators. It damps the power oscillations in the power systems. Figure 26 illustrates how a WPP can be used as a damping device instead for a PSS. As depicted in the figure, the oscillations in the system can be damped by modulating either active or reactive power of WPP.

Conclusion
The largest challenges in the integration of wind energy typically arise in situations when there is high wind production, low demand, limited or inflexible trade with neighbours, and low flexibility in the other power plants connected to the system.

The solution to this balancing challenge has to be based on a mix of technical solutions and market incentives:
- To make optimal use of the wind energy potential, sufficient capacity needs to be available to export power, and transmission bottlenecks should be minimised.
- In the long term, adequate investment incentives must be provided for controllable backup power, so that sufficient capacity can be made available to the market.
- In the medium term (i.e. day-ahead), the expected ramping up and down by WPPs must be mirrored by sufficiently flexible units that can be dispatched so as to maintain the balance between production and demand.

With respect to the ancillary services provided by WPPs, the general conclusion is that there are already technically feasible solutions based on a combination of WPPs, demand-side response and auxiliary equipment. At the end of the day, the main technical and economic challenge is to ensure that these ancillary services are provided at the lowest cost that does not compromise system security or reliability. There is a need for R&D to ensure such development of suitable technology for future wind power plants and power systems.

The solutions adopted depend very much on the individual types of ancillary services required:
- Power reserves are by far the most costly ancillary service. The need for power reserves is currently not affected by wind power, but it will increase significantly in the medium to long term as power systems acquire massive amounts of renewable energy. Wind power can and should contribute to power reserves, possibly in combination with demand-side response, but there is also a need to ensure that future power systems retain a flexible generation mix.
- Short circuit power, continuous voltage control and voltage control during faults must be provided locally. It is technically feasible and profitable to provide many of these forms of regulation from new wind power plants, but there will also be a need to install auxiliary equipment like shunt capacitors, reactors, SVCs, STATCOMs and synchronous condensers, independently of WPPs.
- Enhanced ancillary services will be needed in the future to ensure security when power systems are running with very low shares of synchronous generation. Under these conditions, power systems might otherwise lack sufficient inertia, synchronising power, and damping to prevent power oscillations.
- In the long term, the development of new smart protection systems may remove or mitigate some of the present needs for ancillary services. Replacement of existing overcurrent protection, for example, can reduce the need for short circuit power. Advanced islanding detection can replace existing ROCOF relays and thus reduce the need for very fast inertial response services.
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Wind resource assessment and wind power forecasting

By Henrik Madsen, Juan Miguel Morales and Pierre-Julien Trombe, DTU Compute; Gregor Giebel and Hans E. Jørgensen, DTU Wind Energy; Pierre Pinson, DTU Electrical Engineering
What will be the cornerstone of grid operators, balance responsible parties, energy policymakers, investors and traders in future energy systems with large shares of fluctuating renewables like wind, wave and solar power?

To answer this question, let us look more closely at two of the major changes that the large-scale deployment of renewable energy and more particularly wind energy, have already introduced in some countries and will produce in many other areas in the not so distant future.

In the first place, the power systems of the future will move away from the traditional pattern of centralised power plants towards more flexible decentralised structures. Smaller power plants in the form of individual wind turbines, or clusters of turbines, will be spread over larger areas in order to harvest the wind resource in places offering the best energy potential – balanced against economic viability, technical feasibility and environmental impact. At the same time, solar power panels will appear even in large cities.

The second change is inherent in the nature of the wind resource, which differs radically from conventional fossil fuels in two aspects. First, wind is highly nondispatchable, meaning that the output power of a wind farm can only be regulated (through curtailment) at the expense of lost power production. Second, wind is variable in both time and space, and can be predicted only with limited accuracy. These changes imply that current practices for operating power grids and energy systems will most likely have to be revisited in order to integrate larger amounts of power from weather-dependent sources of energy. Coming back to our initial question, we can say without much doubt that the cornerstone of all the energy players’ activities will be the use of advanced decision support systems capable of processing large quantities of information, and of delivering unique insights for managing power systems and mitigating the impact of weather variability. Such systems will include wind resource assessment and forecasting tools similar to those that we will present in the remainder of this chapter.

Advanced decision support systems form only a part of the solution for the large-scale decarbonisation of the energy system. Their effects will be magnified when used in combination with promising technologies such as energy storage systems and demand side management (control of electricity consumption) (Melbom et al., 2013).

**Wind resource assessment**

Investment decisions in wind power are driven to a large extent by the available wind resources at the sites under investigation. There are usually two steps to this. First, a wind atlas is made for a country or region (Petersen and Troen, 2012). Based on this wind speed map, an investor can find the most likely places to explore properly. But a wind farm resource study based on a wind atlas alone is not usually considered enough to obtain funding from the banks. The second step is therefore to take onsite measurements.

Best practice for measurements at the site of a projected wind farm is to use a meteorological mast as tall as the intended hub height of the turbines, and to measure wind speed at several heights including the World Meteorological Organisation standard height of 10 m above ground level. Measurements should be taken for at least a year, and preferably several years so as to account for climatological effects. Those measurements are then fed into a microscale wind flow model, which calculates the annual energy production (AEP) of the proposed wind farm, with some assumptions about turbine type, hub height and precise location. The flow models used vary significantly in accuracy and complexity. Linear flow models, which are essentially based on the mass consistency of the airflow, do well in gentle terrain without steep hills or large changes in roughness (like forest edges or land-sea borders). More computationally intensive models, such as those based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD), Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) or large eddy simulation (LES) algorithms are required for complex terrain, increasing the calculation time by a factor of 1,000 or more.

The most recent example of a wind atlas is the Wind Atlas for South Africa (WASA; www.wasaproject.info).
In 2008 the government of South Africa, funded by the Danish Embassy, commissioned the most comprehensive wind atlas of the country to date. DTU Wind Energy, in conjunction with local partners, installed 10 tall met masts across the most populated areas of South Africa. Data collected over three years was fed into the Weather Research & Forecasting (WRF) model, which yielded a forecast spanning eight years with a 3 km horizontal resolution for the wind atlas (Figure 27), and a second 24-year forecast at 9 km resolution for variability studies and long-term corrections. This allowed good verification of the results against the measured data.

The method used to produce the wind atlas is based on a generalisation of wind climatologies derived from mesoscale modelling. This post-processing generalised method has been used extensively in a number of wind resource assessment studies, particularly within the KAMM-WASP method (see below). This is the first wind atlas study to use this generalisation on the WRF-model output.

A speciality of the WASA is that it includes a detailed wind resource study produced by coupling the calculated regional wind fields to a microscale wind flow modelling program known as WASP (www.wasp.dk). Since the 1980s, this flow model and associated software has been a standard way to calculate the wind resource at a specific turbine site in the vicinity of a meteorological mast. In the WASA, a full WASP analysis was done on a 250 m grid for the whole coloured region (Figure 27), so the siting of wind turbines can start directly from a calculated wind climate at any place covered by the wind atlas.

This was a considerable help to the fledgling South African wind power industry. According to the South African Wind Energy Association: “In 2011 there were eight wind turbines in the country but today five wind farms [are] in full operation, 15 more [are] under construction and a further seven [are] about to reach financial closure. Together, these would provide 1,983 MW of power to the national grid.” (IOL, 2014).

Figure 27 – Mean wind speed at 100 m above ground in most of South Africa.
The next step in wind atlas work will be the new European Wind Atlas, which will address not only the wind resource in the target area but also such issues as the predictability of the wind, turbulence, the mechanical loads on wind turbines, the probability of icing, and other influences on the installation or operating cost of wind power plants. Additionally, the science in the calculation chain, especially at the interfaces between mesoscale and microscale modelling, will be investigated in more detail, and the whole flow modelling chain will be validated and assessed using a number of dedicated measurement campaigns.

**Wind power forecasting**

Assessing the wind resource essentially consists of estimating the unconditional distribution of the wind and the corresponding power that can be generated from it. However, many operational problems involving wind energy require information on the dynamic behaviour of the wind, and hence its conditional distribution in space and time – especially in terms of the future output power of wind power plants.

A recent survey revealed that 94% of transmission system operators (TSOs) think that integrating significant amount of wind power into power systems will largely depend on the accuracy of wind power forecasts (Jones, 2010). Software for online wind power forecasting at both wind farm and regional levels has been used in Denmark since the mid-1990s (Madsen et al., 1994).

Wind power forecasting systems are extensively used in countries that already have significant wind power penetration, such as Denmark, Spain and Germany, with respective levels of 33.2%, 16.3% and 10.8% (Wilkes and Moccia, 2013). These systems traditionally rely on both meteorological and statistical approaches. They use meteorological models to describe the physics of the atmosphere. Statistical models then take the meteorological forecasts as input to improve their calibration, converting wind speed forecasts to power forecasts. Finally, the programs quantify the inherent uncertainty of their deterministic forecasts.

It has been demonstrated that using several meteorological forecasts as input leads to significant improvements in forecast accuracy. Nielsen et al. (2007) found that the use of two or more meteorological forecasts produced a 10–15% improvement in the accuracy of forecasts of wind power production for the Klim wind farm (Figure 28) in Denmark. The left panel shows the predictive performances of single meteorological forecasts while the right panels show their corresponding performance when these forecasts are combined 2 by 2 or 3 by 3. These forecasts are produced by three different models, namely the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) model, the HIRLAM (HIR) model from the Danish Meteorological Institute, and the MM5 model which is the fifth generation of NCAR Mesoscale Model. The best results (that is, lowest RMS score) are obtained when 3 meteorological forecasts are combined. For an overview of the challenges in wind power forecasting from a physical perspective, we refer to Focken and Lange (2006). Likewise, Pinson (2013) discusses wind power forecasting challenges from a statistical perspective. In the remainder of this chapter we focus on some of the most important characteristics of wind power forecasts.

**Wind power forecast characteristics**

Different wind integration problems call for different types of wind power forecasts. More specifically, these forecasts should be generated with characteristics that meet the requirements specified by end-users (Nielsen et al., 2011). These characteristics include the scale in time and space, the forecast lead time (often referred to as the forecast horizon), and the update frequency.

**Timescale:** Wind power developments have historically focused on methodologies for generating hourly wind power forecasts (Giebel et al., 2011). This is most likely due to the structure of the electricity markets, which trade electricity over time units of one hour. However, experts in energy management have argued that increasing the scheduling frequency of electricity generation and delivery from hours to minutes would greatly facilitate the balancing of production and consumption (Energy GE, 2010). Grid operators agreed that a sub-hour approach would be helpful when handling large amounts of wind power in power systems (Jones, 2011). This calls for new approaches capable of capturing the intra-hour variability of wind power
All the forecasts were produced with WPPT (Wind Power Prediction Tool: www.enfor.dk/products/wppt.html) but with different meteorological forecasts used as input. (left) Forecasts from a single meteorological input. (right) Forecasts with various combinations of meteorological forecasts as input. The models used to generate the different meteorological forecasts were DWD (Deutscher Wetterdienst), HIRLAM (Danish Meteorological Institute) and MM5 (the fifth generation of the NCAR Mesoscale Model). The best forecast performance is seen when DWD, HIR and MM5 inputs are combined in the WPPT forecasting software.

**Figure 28** – Forecasts for the Klim wind farm in Denmark.

Generation, potentially through the use of new data sources such as weather radar observations (Trombe et al., 2013).

**Frequency update:** The underlying philosophy in statistical forecasting is to use historical data to train models that then predict the future. As time passes, changes in several “hidden factors” influence the generation of wind power. One of these hidden factors is the response of the wind turbine fleet to the wind flow (i.e. the power curve), which changes over time as new turbines are added and other turbines grow old. It is also well known that dirty turbine blades can decrease production by up to 20%. Changes in the roughness of the surroundings (e.g. trees dropping their leaves) also require rapid updates to the forecasting models. In a context where the timely delivery of forecasts to end-users is crucial, it is essential to develop forecasting schemes that can be updated rapidly, without the need to repeat the time-consuming training stage. Such schemes can be set up through the use of adaptive and recursive estimation methods (Madsen, 2008; Möller et al., 2008; Pinson, 2012).

**Horizon:** Wind is variable on a wide range of timescales, from minutes to years. Accurate wind power forecasts are therefore needed over many different time horizons. Forecasts up to six hours ahead allow optimal management of reserve capacities in the event that one or more power plants fail to meet their scheduled production. Forecasts in the range 0–48 hours are needed to participate in electricity market auctions and dispatch the electricity produced. Forecasts on timescales of weeks and months are needed to plan maintenance of wind power plants and transmission lines.

**From point to probabilistic forecasts**

“Point forecasts” are single-valued: they specify only the expected or most likely value of the system under investigation. In wind energy there is a long tradition of using point forecasts for dispatching and trading activities, for instance (Giebel et al., 2011).

However, such inputs are known to be suboptimal for many operational problems, since they only give a very limited account of what can happen in the future. Indeed, forecasts of stochastic processes – such as those that depend on the weather – are by nature uncertain.

The real value of a point forecast can therefore only be appraised when the forecast is presented
with information quantifying its uncertainty in the form of a predictive quantile, interval or even the full density distribution (Figure 29) (Pinson, 2013). Nowadays the focus is on new research areas such as probabilistic estimation frameworks based on stochastic differential equation (SDE) models (Møller et al., 2013; Iversen et al., 2014); models that can account for spatio-temporal correlations in wind power forecast errors in a probabilistic fashion (Tastu et al., 2014a); and the integration of probabilistic forecasts into decision-making problems, particularly electricity markets (Morales et al., 2014).

**From probabilistic to scenario forecasts**

Probabilistic forecasts as illustrated in Figure 29 do not describe how prediction errors persist in time. A full description of this persistence is very important for applications containing start-stop or storage considerations, among others. Pinson et al., 2009, and Nielsen et al., 2011 demonstrated that neglecting the existence of this persistence could imply seriously wrong decisions on the size of a storage system.

The most advanced forecast product that is currently available for wind power prediction software, both in the technical literature and on the market, is what operations researchers call a scenario (Pinson, 2013). A scenario is essentially a plausible conditional realisation of a stochastic process – describing, for instance, the power output of a particular wind farm over time.

In the same manner that the outcome of a random variable is a single value, the outcome of a stochastic process is a scenario: a series or time-indexed vector of values representing a potential time evolution of the stochastic process. An infinite number of scenarios is thus theoretically required to carry the full information – predictive densities, time dependence of forecast errors, etc. – about the stochastic process they represent.

The concept of a scenario can be easily extended to multivariate stochastic processes, when describing, for example, the power outputs of various geographically dispersed wind farms. In such a case, each scenario sampled from the multivariate stochastic process represents a plausible spatiotemporal evolution of the process. An example of such scenarios is given in Figure 30 for two regions of Denmark. Two different techniques are used for generating a set of 5 scenarios for lead times up to 43 hours ahead. The first technique does not take into account the spatio-temporal dependencies between the 2 regions whereas the second technique does. The resulting
sets of scenarios are more consistent in space and do not evolve as random walks when respecting spatiotemporal dependencies. Scenarios are also referred to by meteorologists as ensemble forecasts, and by forecasters as path-time trajectories.

Scenarios have been widely used by researchers and practitioners to model wind power. The reason for their well-deserved popularity is that the information contained in a good set of wind power scenarios can be fully exploited by techniques of optimisation under uncertainty, in particular by stochastic programming, to build advanced tools for operating and planning energy systems. This has spurred researchers to design tools to generate good scenario representations of the wind power stochastic process.

Alongside scenario generation tools, scenario reduction techniques have also been proposed. These aim to select a small subset of scenarios to render the associated stochastic programming problem computationally tractable, while retaining much of the information contained in the original much larger set (Morales et al., 2014).

**Conclusion**

More than 30 years of research on wind resource assessment and wind power forecasting have led to the application of advanced tools for supporting decisions in the development as well as the operation phase of wind energy projects, including the siting of future wind farms or trading wind energy on energy markets. Yet, many challenges remain in view of making wind energy more viable, cheaper and integrating larger amounts of wind power into power systems.

This chapter presented the future challenges for improving wind resource assessment and wind power forecasting tools. New and improved wind atlas is under development. They will integrate an increased number of factors such as wind predictability, loads of the wind turbines or even the probability of icing. As for the wind power forecasting tools, the way forward is to develop better probabilistic forecasts, and develop solutions for integrating this type of information into decision-making problems.

**Figure 30** — Scenarios generated for two areas in Denmark; (left) ignoring spatio-temporal effects; (right) taking these effects into account.

Source: Tastu et al., 2014b.
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Wind economics

By Poul Erik Morthorst and Juan Miguel Gonzales, DTU Management Engineering; Sascha Schröder, EWE NETZ GmbH, Germany
Accumulated global installed capacity of wind energy has increased from approximately 48 GW in 2004 to more than 321 GW at the end of 2013, an annual growth of more than 20%. A large part of this development is of course driven by national and regional incentive schemes and subsidies. However, onshore turbines are to an increasing extent becoming economically competitive with conventional power production, especially when sited at locations with high wind speeds and in countries with comparatively high power prices.

Wind power is used in a number of different applications, including both grid-connected and stand-alone electricity production, as well as water pumping. This section analyses the economics of wind energy primarily in relation to grid-connected turbines, which account for the vast bulk of installed turbines.

**Renewables targets and support**

Thanks to its abundant resources and cost-competitiveness among renewable energy technologies, wind power will be a cornerstone of the future energy sector in the EU. Installed wind capacity across all the EU member states is expected to quintuple, to more than 200 GW, between 2005 and 2020 (Beurskens et al., 2011). The historical development pathways of wind power in different EU countries have varied considerably: early movers like Denmark had already achieved relatively large installed onshore capacities by 2005, whereas most other countries plan to carry on building new onshore wind farms until 2020 (Figure 31).

A similar development can be observed for offshore wind power, although again it differs between countries. Denmark, which has been a forerunner, envisages the erection of a single new offshore wind farm by 2020, whereas the other countries bordering the North Sea plan to install dozens of GW between 2015 and 2020. These plans reflect both the space occupied by onshore wind power in these densely populated countries and the cost decreases expected for offshore wind power in the future. In summary, these factors are leading to a shifting ratio between
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onshore and offshore installations. Offshore is expected to increase from about 2% of total installed capacity in 2005 to about 20% by 2020.

For wind power, a number of EU countries have now abandoned the classic feed-in tariffs that paved the way for cost reductions in the past. One of the main reasons is the increasing market share of wind power, which now has to interact better with the remainder of the power system and respond to market signals. A number of major EU wind markets – notably Germany and soon the UK – use feed-in premiums with guaranteed total income levels.

The EU’s current legislative plans point towards a stronger focus on cost reductions and competition (European Commission, 2014), which might be achieved through a more widespread use of tendering as a support tool. Tendering is currently used to determine offshore support rates in France, for example.

Moreover, cross-border cooperation as established by EU Directive 2009/28/EC is beginning to see the light of day. An existing example of this is the green quota scheme shared between Norway and Sweden. An example of possible project-based cooperation in wind power would be large wind farms that could be built in Ireland, yet connected to the UK grid and treated as UK-based projects (MoU, 2013).

**Onshore costs**

The main parameters governing wind power economics include:

- investment costs, including auxiliary costs for foundations, grid connection, etc.;

- operation and maintenance costs;

- electricity production / wind farm capacity factor (strongly driven by the average wind speed);

- turbine lifetime; and

- discount rate.

Of these, the most important are the turbines’ electricity production and their investment costs.

As electricity production is highly dependent on wind conditions, choosing the right site is critical to achieving economic viability. In general, three major trends have dominated the development of grid-connected wind turbines in recent years:

1. Turbines have grown larger and taller, and the average size of turbines sold has increased substantially.

2. The efficiency of the turbines’ production has increased steadily.

3. In general, investment costs per kW have fallen, although a steady trend has not been observed in recent years.

Figure 32 shows the growth in the average size of wind turbines sold each year for a number of the most important wind power countries. The average size has increased from approximately 200 kW in 1990 to more than 3 GW in Denmark and 2.5 GW in Germany in 2013, with the UK and Spain lagging only a little behind. The spikes seen for Denmark are caused by offshore wind turbine installations, which are generally larger than turbines installed onshore.

The wind regime at the chosen site, the hub height of the turbines and the efficiency of production are the main factors determining power production from the turbines. Thus, increasing the height of the
turbines has by itself yielded higher power production. Similarly, methods for measuring and evaluating the wind speed at a given site have improved substantially in recent years, so the siting of new turbines has improved. Thanks to better equipment design, electricity production efficiency has also improved significantly over recent years.

Capital costs of wind energy projects are dominated by the cost of the turbines themselves.9 Of the other contributors, the most important are typically grid connection, electrical installation and foundations, though road construction and financial costs may also account for substantial fractions of the total. For onshore turbines, the auxiliary costs add up to 20–30% of the total turbine costs, depending on the country of installation and the size of the turbines.

The total cost per kW of installed wind power capacity differs between installations and between countries, as exemplified in Figure 33. The cost of land-based turbines today is typically in the range 1,200–1,400 €/kW, and is very similar in the US (1,260 €/kW) and Denmark (1,350 €/kW). Figure 33 is based on a limited amount of data, however, so the results might not be representative.

Operations and maintenance (O&M) costs relate to a limited number of cost components: insurance, planned maintenance, repairs, spare parts and administration. Some of these cost components can be estimated with relative ease. For insurance and regular maintenance, for example, it is possible to obtain standard contracts covering a considerable portion of the wind turbine’s total lifetime. On the other hand, the costs of repairs and related spare parts are much more difficult to predict. Although all the components of O&M costs tend to increase with the age of the turbine, this trend is especially noticeable for repairs and spare parts.

O&M costs constitute a sizeable share of the total annual costs of a wind turbine. For a new turbine, O&M costs might easily average 20–25% of the total levelized cost per kWh produced over the lifetime of the turbine. On an annual basis, O&M costs might start at 10–15% for a new turbine, rising to at least 20–35% by the end of the turbine’s life.

O&M costs are attracting increasing attention. Manufacturers are attempting to lower them significantly by developing new turbine designs that are more reliable and require fewer, shorter, regular service visits.

Offshore costs

Offshore wind power is experiencing a steep rise in installed capacity, primarily via projects in northern European waters. The European dominance in the worldwide offshore market is illustrated in Figure 34 only from 2010 onwards, the first Asian
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9. i.e. the “ex works” cost: this includes the cost of the turbine itself, blades, tower, and transport to the site, but excludes site work, foundations, and grid connection costs.
and US offshore projects emerged, while costs increased considerably around this year. They depend heavily on water depth and distance to shore, which is why a progress towards cost reductions cannot be observed yet. After a fairly small number of small offshore projects close to the coast, the larger projects being built from 2010 onwards are located in deeper waters are require longer cables to shore. More specifically, the Danish Energy Agency and Energinet.dk (2012) estimate that foundation costs rise by 0.3 Mill. Euro/MW for every 10 meters of additional water depth. At distances beyond typically 50 km from shore, the connection is done by an HVDC system instead of AC systems for technical reason. The required installations lead to considerably higher costs. For these reasons, general conclusions about cost components of offshore wind projects are to be handled with care. The mentioned factors should be remembered when looking at average prices.

Cost of energy
The turbine’s power production is the single most important factor in the unit cost of power. Figure 35 shows the calculated cost per kWh as a function of the prevailing wind regime.10 These costs range considerably depending on the capacity factor and thus how windy the chosen site is.

For a standard onshore installation with an investment cost of $1,750/kW (€1,330/kW) the cost ranges from approximately 7–9 US cent/kWh at sites with medium average wind speeds to approximately 6–7 US cent/kWh at good coastal positions. In Europe, good coastal sites are mostly to be found on the coasts of the UK, Ireland, France, Denmark and Norway. Medium wind areas are mostly located inland in central and southern Europe – Germany, the Netherlands, France, Spain and Italy – but also in the north, in inlands parts of Sweden, Finland and Denmark. In many cases local conditions significantly influence the average wind speed at a specific site, so big differences in the wind regime are to be expected even for neighbouring areas.

As Figure 35 shows, energy from offshore turbines is considerably more expensive than that from onshore turbines. At a high-wind offshore position...
with a capacity factor of 50%, corresponding to wind conditions at the Danish Horns Reef 1 wind farm, the calculated cost of electricity is close to 12 US cent/kWh for a standard offshore installation with an investment cost of $3,900/kW (€3,000/kW).

Wind and the power market

Grid-connected wind turbines in general sell their power to the market. As wind resources are inexhaustible and free, the marginal production cost of power from a wind turbine is close to zero. On the other hand, the availability of wind resources is strongly contingent on short-term weather conditions. Consequently, any attempt to plan the operation of an electric energy system containing wind farms must cope with the variable and uncertain nature of wind power production.

The effect of wind power production on spot prices can largely be attributed to the so-called merit-order effect: since its marginal cost is virtually zero, wind power production enters the aggregated supply curve in the spot market from the left-hand side, pushing the spot price down. In fact, in spot markets with a high penetration of wind power, zero or even negative prices are no longer uncommon. In parallel, the variability of wind power production naturally increases price volatility. Furthermore, this direct cause-and-effect relationship is exacerbated by the fact that accommodating the fluctuating wind commits the system to extra operational costs, as conventional power plants operate at part load for more of the time and are subject to more cycling and start-ups.

Since wind power production cannot be perfectly predicted in advance, backup power resources are required to cover wind power forecasting errors at short notice. The operating costs associated with these backup resources are referred to as regulation costs. It is generally expected that as the penetration of wind in a power system increases, so do the regulation costs. These costs are passed on to the wind power producers through the balancing market. It is therefore critical for the integration of wind power to keep regulation costs bounded and low.

Employment and wind power

The wind power industry is an important driver in the creation of new jobs. In the EU as a whole, and in most of its member states, an expanding wind industry is one of the promising options to cope with current high levels of unemployment. Jobs are to be found in manufacturing, installing, operating and maintaining wind turbines.
According to the International Renewable Energy Agency, the global wind industry employed 834,000 people at the end of 2013 – a rise of 11% compared to 2012. The highest growth is seen in emerging countries such as China, where 365,000 people were employed in the wind industry by the end of 2013, an increase of 37% compared to 2012.

The EU had 328,000 wind industry workers by the end of 2013, an increase of 21% compared to 2012. In the offshore wind industry Europe accounts for most global employment, with 58,000 workers; most of these are in the UK, followed by Germany. By 2013 approximately 27,000 people were employed in the wind industry in Denmark.

Employment expectations for the wind industry are large. According to the European Commission a big expansion of renewables could generate more than 3 million jobs by 2030.

Conclusions and recommendations
- Most important for the development of wind power, including competitiveness with power from conventional sources, are continuing and reliable policies with stable support frameworks and fixed long-term targets for wind capacity development.

- The share of wind power in the energy system is increasing fast. Thus it is increasingly important to pay attention to the system integration of wind power. This also needs to be reflected in the design of support mechanisms (e.g. feed-in premiums instead of tariffs) and of markets for ancillary services.

- Special attention has to be paid to offshore wind power development, where considerable cost reductions are still needed. The good news is that significant potential for savings seems to exist; analysis is required to show how this potential can best be exploited.

- In many cases tendering procedures are used for new offshore wind farms. It is important that these procedures are designed to attract a large number of bidders, increasing competition and lowering the cost of energy produced. More international coordination is also needed so that member states do not drive up the cost of new offshore wind farms.

- Other barriers, such as public acceptance, do exist for wind power. It is increasingly important that such barriers are addressed if member states want to develop strong wind power industries.
Chapter 12
Environmental and social impacts of wind energy

By Kristian Borch¹, Niels-Erik Clausen¹ and Geraint Ellis²,
1) Technical University of Denmark, 2) Queens University Belfast
The most common reasons for non-technical delays to wind energy projects are local resistance and poor strategic spatial planning. This chapter looks at the environmental and social impacts of wind energy and discusses how the public can gain trust in the public planning and private project management processes.

Wind farms’ compliance with local and regional environmental requirements, and their social acceptance, is prerequisites for meeting the ambitious targets that have been set for wind energy.

While the nominal cost of obtaining an environmental permit for a wind farm might be just a few percent of the total project cost, it is clear that the planning and environmental permitting process can influence the project’s schedule, and hence indirectly its cost. A delay of only a few months can have a significant impact on the project economics, since it delays income from the sale of electricity. In the worst case, a court case or other conflict may lead a project to be cancelled all together.

A recent example of a project that was seriously delayed and finally cancelled is the London Array offshore wind farm in the UK, which was planned in two phases with a final capacity of 1,000 MW. The first phase, rated at 630 MW, entered operation in 2013. In February 2014 the consortium behind London Array Phase 2 (370 MW) cancelled the project after having worked on it since 2003. The failure was mainly due to planning uncertainty related to the red-throated diver, a protected seabird. Previously, planning issues related to two other seabirds, the Sandwich tern and the common scoter, led respectively to the cancellation of the Docking Shoal and Shell Flat projects (Jensen, 2014).

For land-based wind farms, the environmental impact assessment carried out before construction begins falls into two parts. On one hand we must consider the impact on people and the landscape; on the other, the effect on flora, fauna and biodiversity. The following sections discuss three particular concerns:

- visual and landscape impact;
- noise; and
- shadow flicker.

**Visual impact**

Of all of the issues involved in siting a wind farm, none seems to be argued more strongly than that of landscape. Perhaps this is not surprising, because from both environmental and socioeconomic viewpoints landscape is considered one of the most important natural resources (Bishop et al., 2007). This trend has been noted worldwide and the strongest opinions voiced are usually those related to protecting the scenic qualities of the landscape (Bishop et al., 2007, Lothian, 2008).

This issue has gained momentum in recent years mainly because of the growing number of wind power developments (as a consequence of government renewable energy targets) and the increasing size of wind turbines. It is also more hotly contested than in the construction of traditional thermal power plants because the lower energy density of wind farms requires them to be spread over larger areas.

To date there has been only a limited amount of research on the aesthetic impact of wind turbines on landscapes, but the preferred approach has been assessment through photographs, visualisations from points of interest, and verbal descriptions (Figure 36) (Bishop et al., 2007).

**Noise**

Noise is defined as any unwanted sound (Rogers et al., 2002). As with visual impact, the effect of noise is partly subjective because it affects people and their perceived quality of life. The environmental impact of noise depends upon many parameters and physical effects, and as such it is difficult, though not impossible, to model. The difference between visual and audible impact, however, is that a definite threshold can be established for noise impact, and this has been done in many countries. In 2011 Denmark became the first country to establish a separate limit for low-frequency noise (below 160 Hz), as measured inside homes (Danish Environmental Protection Agency, 2014).

There are two potential sources of noise associated with wind turbines: aerodynamic and mechanical. Aerodynamic noise is now the more important of the two.
Mechanical noise is created by the machinery inside the nacelle of the turbine. Although this includes components such as yaw drives, cooling fans and hydraulics, the dominant sources of noise are the gearbox and the generator (Pedersen et al., 2003). These noises are usually of constant frequency, since they are generated by rotating equipment, and they are transmitted along the structure of the turbine (the tower and nacelle) before being emitted from its surface (Rogers et al., 2002). Occasionally this may create pure tones, in contrast to most noise emitted from wind turbines, which is a mixture containing a large range of frequencies (”white noise”). For noise containing pure tones the Danish regulations impose a penalty of 5 dB(A).

During the last 20 years, mechanical noise in wind turbines has been reduced to the point where it is no longer the dominant source of wind turbine noise (Pedersen et al., 2003, Rogers et al., 2002). This has mainly been done through improved acoustic insulation (Leloudas et al., 2007) and component mountings, but also through technological innovations such as low-speed cooling fans and changing the finish on gear teeth (Rogers et al., 2002). Another reason that mechanical noise is now less important than aerodynamic noise is a consequence of the increased size and especially tower height of wind turbines.

Noise impact is modelled and evaluated against national requirements using commercial software packages such as WindFarm, DNV-GL Windfarmer and WindPro.

**Shadow flicker**

Shadow flicker describes the pulsing change in light intensity that is observed when the blades of a wind turbine pass periodically through sunlight in front of an observer. Obviously this requires a clear sky, a low sun, wind to turn the blades, and a particular wind direction in relation to the position of the sun and the observer. Levels of shadow flicker are generally not regulated explicitly but guidelines do exist in most countries, either for acceptable maximum levels of flicker or for the distance within which any flicker effects must be mitigated. In Denmark there is no firm rule, but the guideline states that shadow flicker should be evaluated for observers between 500 m and 1,000 m from any turbine, and that any particular house should see no more than 10 hours of flicker per year. It is generally considered that observers further than 1 km from the turbine see the turbine as just another static obstacle in front of the sun, so shadow flicker is not an issue at this distance.

**Social acceptance**

For land-based developments, governments have tended to focus their attention on overcoming the initial and obvious challenges of designing an appropriate support system, securing grid access, simplifying planning procedures, and dealing with technical risks. However, this approach can only deliver so much.
Renewable development actually takes place in a society made up of people – people who may be suspicious of new technologies, feel sceptical of the motives of developers, or see the changes to cherished landscapes as too high a price to pay for the benefits of wind energy. Indeed it appears that the consequences of this have not been fully grasped.

Governments and developers have often not felt it necessary to consider the social dynamics around wind energy projects, largely because opposition groups in the past have been small, scattered and ineffective. Many anti-wind groups are now becoming more broadly organised, however, and in some cases they are beginning to influence national energy policy. Indeed, in many countries it is now becoming clear that it will be social acceptance that determines the ultimate scale of the onshore wind industry.

We are now seeing the implications of this across the northern hemisphere, with some local and national contexts – political, social and cultural – proving particularly challenging to the social acceptance of new wind energy projects. Opposition may take on different dynamics and characters according to the type and location of the proposed project, though the largest projects seem to offer the greatest challenges. Sometimes local objections may be stimulated by a lack of trust in consenting authorities. Opposition may be the result of a poorly designed or located project, or it can arise because host communities think it is unfair that the places they love will be spoiled, while the project owners will derive the monetary benefit.

This is becoming a major challenge in many countries with major wind energy schemes, from the US to Japan. In Australia, local concerns were the driving force for the state of Victoria to adopt a new 2 km setback distance that has crippled the wind industry there. In the UK, while the country forges ahead with ambitious offshore schemes, the ruling Conservative party has pledged to remove all support from onshore wind farms after the next election, having judged this to be a key voting issue for many of its supporters.

Ireland has been developing onshore wind as a key element in its economic recovery, with the ambitious intention of becoming an energy-exporting nation. However, the country had a major setback recently after a massive wind scheme planned to generate electricity for the UK market attracted a storm of objections. The adverse publicity was so great that it may have damaged national perceptions of the wind industry and spurred objector groups throughout the country.

There are therefore major challenges to the rollout of onshore wind, and while different countries will continue to experiment with the best models for extending their renewable energy capacity, the extent of onshore wind will ultimately depend on how host communities relate to new projects. While this may
never be an easy process, there are ways in which relations can be improved. These include more open and transparent decision-making, community investment in renewables, devolving carbon budgets to individual communities, and enhanced community input to national energy strategies.

One would expect that many of the problems discussed above could be solved by offshore developments, because of their relatively remote location (Scott, 2007; Strachan et al., 2006). However, offshore wind projects have seen considerable opposition from a range of individuals and organisations in Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland (Ellis et al., 2007), and Cape Cod in the US (Kempton et al., 2005). Apparent noise is the only problem that vanishes at sea (Hagget, 2008).

The case of Denmark

Denmark is approaching saturation point for onshore wind, given current technologies and procedures for public involvement. One would expect the industry to have foreseen this situation, since this is not the first time in history that a technology has encountered opposition from the public (Gibbons, 1999; Borch et al. 2003). However, an unpublished survey carried out at the recent wind power summit in Barcelona (EWEA, 2014) revealed that the industry has only a weak analysis of risk of social acceptance or social impact. Some developers and operators even refuse to talk about social acceptance.

Nonetheless, the industry has made some attempts to address the opposition. Examples are the work to reduce noise emissions from turbines, and wind acceptance campaigns such as actonfacts.org (international), Vindinfo.dk (Denmark) and yes2wind (UK). While innovations to reduce the environmental impact of wind farms are always welcome, however, it is doubtful whether “rational” information campaigns improve acceptance by people who oppose wind power projects. They may even have the opposite effect. People’s opinions of wind turbines are highly subjective and are influenced by numerous factors (Ladenburg, 2009).

But as mentioned previously, lessons learned from poorly designed or badly located projects can be used constructively to increase local involvement. In turn, this can help to earn their recognition of wind power as a better alternative to fossil fuels – even if this is only until new renewable energy technologies are mature enough to supplement wind power on a large scale and at reasonable cost.

Recent research (wind2050.dk) is looking towards new opportunities to understand and improve the democratic processes linked to the construction of large wind farms and other renewable energy plants. A new method of clarifying public concerns and bringing new perspectives to the fore has recently been applied: a web crawler searches the Internet for websites that mention wind turbines – such as debate forums and feature articles – and charts the points of view expressed, from generalities all the way down to individual wind farms. This can help to paint a full picture of the considerations that need to be shown in the planning and project management of wind farms and the organisation of public consultation meetings.

Recommendations for science, industry and policy

In a modern and democratic society people need to be not only informed but also empowered in making decisions that they believe have consequences for their daily lives. Public participation is often believed to be “the solution” in gaining social acceptance for technologies. However, public participation and the empowerment of local communities can easily be counterproductive if ambiguity is mistaken for uncertainty.

Uncertainty can be addressed through information and technical problem solving. Ambiguity is a completely different matter: rational argument is ineffective here because the problem is a fundamental difference in values. Unfortunately for the progress of wind power, developers and governments tend to neglect many views and concerns of society as a whole, beyond a narrow scientific approach or the business models favoured by industry.

A more constructive approach would be to give consideration to these concerns rather than simply to dismiss them as nonsense. The question for science, industry and policy is thus not whether to empower the public, but how.
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Recycling of wind turbines

By Per Dannemand Andersen and Alexandra Bonou, DTU Management Engineering; Justine Beauson and Povl Brøndsted, DTU Wind Energy
Wind turbines are one of the most environmentally sound technologies for producing electricity, and wind energy has very low environmental impacts. Within the life cycle of a wind turbine, however, the decommissioning phase has been identified as a blind spot when analysing the environmental impacts of wind power. Most previous impact analyses have focused primarily on the operational phase of the turbine’s life cycle, and in some cases also on the manufacturing and installation phases.

Because the wind turbine industry is relatively young, there is only a limited amount of practical experience in the removal and recycling of wind turbines. This is particularly true of offshore wind turbines, which are a fairly recent phenomenon. However, wind turbine recycling is rising up the agendas of policymakers, researchers and industrialists. Several studies of the environmental impact of wind turbines have been carried out recently, along with technology development projects related to turbine recycling, especially for blades. Some manufacturers have also set targets for the recyclability of their wind turbines [1].

**Deployment and decommissioning plans**

How big is the problem? How many turbines do we need to decommission, and when?

The development phase of a new type of wind turbine might take five years. The planning of a large offshore wind farm might take 5–10 years. Most wind turbines have a design lifetime of 20–25 years. The decisions we take today on the design of wind turbines and wind farms will therefore affect decommissioning and recycling 30–40 years in the future – a rather distant point.

An older study identified a number of factors affecting the future market volume of wind turbines, and consequently the total amount of material used and ultimately to be recycled or disposed of [2]. The same study also identified factors affecting the design of future wind technology, and consequently the types of materials to be used (Table 8).

By the end of 2013 wind power had a total global installed capacity of 318 GW, a figure that had risen by approximately 40 GW annually from 2009 to 2013 [3]. Several organisations have developed scenarios for the future growth of the market. These include the International Energy Agency (IEA), which has published two such scenarios [4]. In the “2DS” scenario (an average global temperature rise of 2°C), 1,400 GW of wind power will be installed by 2030 and 2,300 GW by 2050. The more ambitious “hiRen” (high renewables) scenario envisages 1,600 GW of wind power by 2030 and 2,700 GW by 2050. Other organisations have suggested even higher future market volumes. The Global Wind Energy Council, the international trade association for the wind power industry, suggests 2,500 GW of installed wind power by 2030 and 4,800 GW by 2050. These figures do not distinguish between onshore and offshore sites.

By 2013 a typical offshore wind turbine had a capacity of approximately 4 MW and a rotor diameter of 120 m. The sizes of future turbines are more difficult to predict. The study mentioned above extrapolated...
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Table 9 – Masses of the major components of a 2 MW turbine [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Mass (tonnes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tower</td>
<td>143.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nacelle</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hub</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blades</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose cone</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer/converter</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generator</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearbox</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed frame</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main shaft</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 – Rough global estimates of recycled masses of key wind turbine components in the future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>40 Gw decommissioned annually by 2029-2033</th>
<th>80 Gw decommissioned annually by 2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel and cast iron (tower, hub, bed frame, main shaft) - 86 t/MW</td>
<td>3,440,000 t</td>
<td>6,880,000 t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloys (generator, gearbox) - 11 t/MW</td>
<td>440,000 t</td>
<td>880,000 t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blades - 10 t/MW</td>
<td>400,000 t</td>
<td>800,000 t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future challenges for decommissioning and recycling

Early life-cycle assessment (LCA) studies of offshore wind farms have concluded that environmental impacts come from three main sources [8, 9]:

- bulk waste from the tower and foundations (e.g. from steel production), even though a high percentage of the steel is recycled;
- hazardous waste from components in the nacelle (e.g. from alloy steel);
- greenhouse gases (e.g. CO₂ from steel manufacturing and solvents from surface coatings).

These results indicated that further analysis should take into account changes in the materials used in the tower and the foundations, as well as changes in the design of components in the nacelle (e.g. direct-drive designs and greater use of power electronics).

Cables play an important part in recycling plans for offshore wind farms [8]. Offshore sites require many kilometres of heavy cables of complex/composite construction to resist the harsh environment of the sea. There is a considerable environmental impact from the manufacture of the cables, and since they consist of many different materials, cables are also difficult to dismantle for recycling.

There are some uncertainties and limitations regarding LCA studies of offshore wind turbines. In particular, the specific processes needed for dismantling and recycling, which are crucial to the
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Figure 37 – Assessment of the environmental impact and uncertainties.

Assessment of the environmental impact and uncertainties involved in dismantling, recycling and disposing of wind turbines and their components [5].

environmental profile, are not known. Many material recovery processes were not included in these early analyses. Another example of the limitations of many environmental impact studies for wind turbines is that they tend to neglect land use, which is generally considered a critical point elsewhere. Newer LCA studies of wind turbines point to two uncertainties in assessing lifetime environmental impact [10]. The first relates to what will happen to materials and components, in particular the blades, at the end of their lives: will they be recycled, or dumped in landfills? The second area of uncertainty is about decisions taken on servicing and maintenance during the operating life of the turbines. Together, these two uncertainties create an uncertainty of 14–20% in the predicted life-cycle environmental impact of wind turbines [10].

As mentioned above, what happens at the end of a turbine’s life has a considerable influence on its overall environmental impact. The options are: second-hand sales of complete turbines; refurbishment to extend the working lives of turbines in their original settings; remanufacturing and re-use of components; recycling; and landfill.

Some studies include only remanufacturing and recycling. Remanufacturing is the process of returning a used component to its original specifications, while recycling recovers the material value without concern for the functional value of the component [5]. However, there exists a second-hand market for used wind turbines. Turbines considered too old or too small for mature markets such as Denmark and Germany can be refurbished and sold in less mature markets such as Eastern Europe and Latin America, giving operators practical experience at low cost [11]. This second-hand market has recently surged.

Another option is to extend the working life of turbines by updating them with newer or refurbished components. Some independent operators, like the DMP Group, specialise in refurbished components for wind turbines. “Repowering” a wind farm usually implies replacing old turbines with newer and larger ones. In that sense it is the site that gets repowered and not the individual turbines.

If old turbines cannot be re-used economically they must be dismantled, their components recycled wherever possible, and the remainder dumped or incinerated. Many components have a commercial value because they contain materials such as steel and copper, and most turbine components are well known to established recycling companies. However, the consequences of recycling increased numbers of generators containing rare-earth magnets are not well studied.

An older study assessed the environmental impact and uncertainties related to decommissioning wind turbines (Figure 37) [2]. The study found that blades constitute a major problem, and there is much uncertainty about how to get rid of them properly and safely. The problem lies in the fibreglass composite used for blades. Fibreglass is a low-value material and the dust produced when the blades are cut up creates a hazardous working environment. Empty nacelles are also hard to recycle because they contain many different types of materials, including composites and PVC foam. Electronics and cables are less problematic, since the recycling industry is used to handling these.

A newer study indicates that dismantling and “reverse logistics” might be more costly than the original installation phase [5].
Based on information from companies the authors of this chapter have assessed the recycling or disposal rate of wind turbines built using current technology (Table 11). Electronic components are notable for their low recycling rate, such that up to 50% needs to be treated as waste. Since most LCA and recycling studies of wind turbines focus on the blades, there seems to be a need for better knowledge of how to recycle electronics and other composite components like cables and hydraulic hoses.

### Institutional issues

A recent British study of the incentives for recycling composite wind turbine blades in Europe analysed the legislative regime for the recycling of blades, and found it to be quite comprehensive. Blade recycling is subject to EU Directives on issues such as landfill, vehicles (the End of Life Vehicles Directive), waste incineration, waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE), and the Waste Framework [7].

Also important may be the EU rules on extended producer responsibility (EPR), which has been applied to a number of sectors such as vehicles and electronic and electrical equipment [7]. Under EPR, manufacturers are responsible for the life cycle impact of their products [12].

This complexity emphasises the importance of knowledge exchange and knowledge development in the interaction between the design, dismantling and recycling phases for wind turbines. Furthermore, the institutional and organisational structure required to dismantle and recycle offshore wind turbines was until recently quite uncertain [2, 5].

Who will actually dismantle and remove the turbines at the end of their lives? Three business models can be identified. In the first, this is the job of established independent operators in the removal and recovery sector. In the second model, which is a variation of the first, specialist independent operators will carry out most of the work, but the blade materials will be recycled by an emerging class of start-up firms set up to take advantage of this opportunity.

The third model involves collaboration and strategic alliances between wind turbine producers (Original Equipment Manufacturers) and the removal and recovery industry. Of the three, this model is the

### Table 11 – Recycling rates and disposal routes for wind turbine components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Recycling/Disposal rate (%)</th>
<th>Disposal method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous high alloy</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous metal</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium and aluminium alloys</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper, magnesium, nickel, zinc and their alloys</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precious metals and other non-ferrous metals and alloys</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastics, rubber and other organic materials</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Incineration with energy recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Recycling with energy recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete, bricks etc.</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Landfill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand and gravel</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Remains in the ground after wind farm is dismantled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blades</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Landfill or recycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining materials</td>
<td></td>
<td>Incineration or landfill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Based on authors’ analysis of information from companies.
Recycling of wind turbines

best adapted to the expected regulatory changes towards extended product liability and increased producer responsibility. It might also be preferred by the wind turbine manufacturers (OEMs), since it will help them to feed knowledge back into their product development processes and so benefit from designing for recyclability [5].

However, there seems to be a need to further analyse the societal and environmental consequences of these business models and perhaps others. In particular, studies show the need for development policies to encourage recyclability and to stimulate markets for second-hand turbines and independent recycling operators [5].

Recycling fibreglass

As indicated above, it is well known that fibreglass blades can create recycling problems. Several decades of research have now resulted in practical methods for recovering and recycling glass fibre and other materials from composites. [13, 14, 14A] Unfortunately, high investment and processing costs mean that the recovered glass fibres are more expensive than pristine ones, so commercial applications have therefore been limited. The Danish company ReFiber used pyrolysis to recover glass fibres from wind turbine blades for re-use in thermal insulation, but after five years of operation the company ceased trading in 2007 for economic reasons.

The recovery processes are primarily chemical and thermal in nature, with processing temperatures in the range 300–700°C. [15, 16] The most-studied techniques are the fluidised bed, a thermal oxidation process operating at around 450°C; [17] pyrolysis, which decomposes organic molecules into smaller ones in an inert atmosphere at temperature of 300–700°C;[18–21] and supercritical fluids (see below).[22–24]

Heating glass fibres to temperatures above 250°C has been shown to degrade their mechanical properties. [14, 23, 25–28] This limits the use of recovered glass fibres in high-performance composite. One of the challenges is therefore to reduce the operating temperature of the recycling processes. Supercritical fluids are promising in this respect. Many fluids at temperatures and pressures just above their critical points have interesting properties, including high solvent power and liquid-like density combined with gas-like diffusivity and viscosity.

The European project EURECOMP (2009–2012) investigated the use of water to dissolve the matrix material in glass fibre reinforced polyester, but the results were unpromising at temperatures below 300°C. [22–24]

Another project, Genvind (2012–2016), is now running in Denmark with the aim of finding recycling and re-use solutions for wind turbine blade materials. Because the reasons for decommissioning blades are diverse (most often they are still intact), the project is considering several scenarios and process steps, from dismantling to re-use of complete blades. The project’s many partners, from both industry and universities, are working to develop suitable technologies and future industrial applications.

Another route might be to produce cement by using decommissioned turbine blades and other waste composites as both a fuel and a raw material. The polymer component of the composite acts as a fuel, while the glass leaves a silica-rich ash that can substitute for some of the sand normally required to make cement. The Lägerdorf cement plant in Germany, operated by Holcim, is already doing this, incorporating up to 50% of fibreglass ash into the clinker. The company claims that the resulting cement is no different from normal in terms of quality and applications. [28]

Perspectives

Based on the above, we can make some recommendations for research, industry and policy.

First, there is a general need for more accurate data to improve LCA calculations relating to wind turbines. This may be especially important for decisions concerned with service and maintenance. These are considered key issues in driving down the cost of electricity produced by wind power, yet they have environmental consequences that may not yet be fully understood. Better data is also needed for the recycling of wind turbine components and materials,
especially blades. Since materials are responsible for the largest fraction of the total life-cycle emissions from wind turbines, uncertainties in data on recycling have a big influence on the LCA of the turbines as a whole.

Second, design for recyclability is high on the agenda in many industries, including wind power. However, there is a need for better understanding of likely material substitution in future turbine designs. There may also be a need for more knowledge on how to dismantle turbines and break down complex components into recyclable materials.

Third, there is a need to know more about the potential markets for products made from recycled materials. There are established markets for scrap steel and alloys, but there is limited knowledge about the market for secondary products from wind turbine recycling, such as composite matrix materials derived from blades.

Fourth, as wind turbines become more technologically advanced, the use of rare earth materials is increasing, especially in magnets. We need to know more about how to recycle or recover magnets and rare earths.

Fifth, we need policies to stimulate OEMs to design for recyclability, for example through extended producer responsibility within a product service system framework. Valuable experience could be learned from other industries.

Sixth, the current rapid rise in wind power projects in the longer term is creating new business opportunities for second-hand turbines, refurbished components, turbine dismantling services, and recycling of materials. Further into the future, policies to stimulate such markets and entrepreneurial activities might be needed.

As the global installations of wind turbines increase to develop issues related to the decommissioning of wind turbines becomes increasingly higher on the agenda – both in policy making, among researchers and in industry. This chapter has touched upon the most important of aspects related to this issue. However, in a longer perspective much knowledge is still needed.
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Energy storage options for future sustainable energy systems, 2013

Energy storage technologies can be defined as technologies that are used to store energy in the form of thermal, electrical, chemical, kinetic or potential energy and discharge this energy whenever required. Energy storage technologies and systems are diverse and provide storage services at timescales from seconds to years. One of the great challenges in the transition to a non-fossil energy system with a high share of fluctuating renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind, is to align consumption and production in an economically satisfactory manner. This Report provides convincing evidence that energy storage can provide the necessary balancing power to make this possible.

Energy efficiency improvements
- a key element in the global transition to non-fossil energy, 2012

Increasing energy efficiency, much of which can be achieved through low-cost measures, offers huge potential for reducing CO₂ emissions during the period up to 2050. With this background the report addresses the global, regional and national challenges in pursuing energy efficiency improvements, together with the main topics in research and development for energy efficiency. The report also analyses a selection of barriers hindering the broader implementation of energy efficiency improvements. Finally it gives examples of how more stringent performance standards and codes, as well as economic incentives, can unlock energy efficiency potential and scale up the financing of energy efficiency improvements.

Energy for smart cities in an urbanised world, 2011

Volume 10 takes as its point of reference the rapid urbanisation of the world. The report addresses energy related issues for smart cities, including energy infrastructure, onsite energy production, transport, economy, sustainability, housing, living and governance, including incentives and barriers influencing smart energy for smart cities.

Non-fossil energy technologies in 2050 and beyond, 2010

The report analyses the long-term outlook for energy technologies in 2050 in a perspective where the dominating role of fossil fuels has been taken over by non-fossil fuels, and CO₂ emissions have been reduced to a minimum. Against this background, the report addresses issues like: How much will today's non-fossil energy technologies have evolved up to 2050? Which non-fossil energy technologies can we bring into play in 2050, including emerging technologies? What are the implications for the energy system? Further the report analyses other central issues for the future energy supply: The role of non-fossil energy technologies in relation to security of supply and sustainability; System aspects in 2050; Examples of global and Danish energy scenarios in 2050.

The intelligent energy system infrastructure for the future, 2009

The report takes its point of reference in the need for the development of a highly flexible and intelligent energy system infrastructure which facilitates substantial higher amounts of renewable energy than today's energy systems. The report presents a generic approach for future infrastructure issues on local, regional and global scale with focus on the energy system.

An overview of the complete report series is available at
→ www.natlab.dtu.dk/english/Energy_Reports